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Sidney Baines, Jr., Chmn.
Term expires Mar. 1985
Term expires Mar. 1986







Term expires Mar. 1985
Term expires Mar. 1985
Term expires Mar. 1986
Term expires Mar. 1987





Term expires Mar. 1986
Term expires Mar. 1987
Term expires Mar. 1985
TOWN CLERK & TAX COLLECTOR
Patricia Sack Term expires Mar. 1987
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Term expires Oct. 1986
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Term expires Oct. 1986
Term expires Oct. 1986
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Term expires Nov. 1985
Term expires Nov. 1985
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Edward Haskell Term expires Mar. 1985
MODERATOR
John W. Hanrahan Term expires Mar. 1986
DISTRICT COURT
Kenneth R. McHugh, Judge
Paul Kfoury, Ass't Judge
Pamela Neville, Clerk
Claire R. Browning, Ass't Clerk
Susan Bergeron Ass't Clerk
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Term expires Aug. 1986
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Term expires Mar. 1987
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Term expires Nov. 1987
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Lowell Apple Term expires Sept. 1985
Clark Barnett Term expires Jan. 1986
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Paul Howe
Term expires Apr. 1986




Term expires Sept. 1987
Term expires Nov. 1987
Term expires Sept. 1987
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Term expires Jun. 1989
Term expires Jun. 1985
Term unlimited
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The Moderator, John W. Hanrahan, opened the meeting at 6 a.m. , read through the first:
part of the Warrant, the posting of same by the Selectmen, and delcared the polls
open for voting. Seals on the boxes of ballots were broken, and the voting began.
Ballot Clerks serving at this meeting included; Sandra Sheperd (D) ; Lorraine Locke
(R) ; Lisa Shepard (D) ; Harriette Jacobs (R) ; Fran Hebert (D) ; Virginia E. Harris
(R) : Beatrice Bourbeau (D) ; Bemice Hardy (R) ; with Ralph Page as Assistant Moder-
ator, and Marilyn Keller as Assistant Clerk.
Polls closed at 7 p.m. with the follcwing results:
Ballots Cast - 587








Library Turstee ( 3 yrs .
)
Patricia L. Mealy 526
Moderator (1 yr.
)
John W. Hanrahan 524
Ttwn Clerk-Tax Collector (3 yrs.)
Patricia D. Sack 424
Road Agent {1 yr.
)
Edwin Haskell 535
Selectmen ( 3 yrs .
Sidney Baines, Jr. 494
Sewer Commissioner (3 yrs.)
Lowell D. Apple 409
Supervisor of Check List
Gloria A. Zela (6 yrs.)
Mary P. Campbell {2 yrs)
Treasurer (1 yr .
)
Oscar A. MOrin, Jr.
514
528
Trustee of Trust Funds (3 yrs.)
Elaine Langer 516




Article 2 Zoning Amendment
Yes - 266 ^^o - 264
Article 3 Zoning Amendment
Yes - 303 No - 242
Article 4 - Are you in favor of
having a three (3) year term
for Road Agent as permitted
through RSA 231:62-A?
Yes 406 135
Ttwn Meeting - Second Session March 16, 1984 Town Meeting - Second Session March 16, 1984
Moderator John W. Hanrahan called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and introduced
the Board of Selectinen and TTown Clerk sitting at the table: Mr. Hanrahan asked
the audience to say the pledge of Allegiance, then went on to describe the duties
of a Moderator stating that if you object to his ruling, you can overide that ruling.
He also told those in attendance that we would be acting on articles that were
given to him by the Selectmen or by a Petition of 10 or more voters, and that
the traditional votes are by secret ballot. He went on to discuss that Article
5 must be on a separate ballot and that articles 6-18 would be on another ballot.
Mr. Hanrahan then asked that a ballot not be marked until the question had been
asked.
Articles 1 through 4 were voted on, by special ballot on March 13,
of the evening began.
and so the work
Article 5 (requires 2/3 vote) to see if the Ttwn will vote to raise the sum of
$394,000. for the capping of the original cell at the Sanitary Landfill and the
construction of a new three acre cell, as required by the State of New Hampshire;
(amended at this point to add: or for an alternative to the new cell is available
and acceptable to the Sanitary Landfill Committee and more economical to the Ttown)
total cost to be $454,000. The original motion was made to adopt by Rudi Campbell
and seconded by Sid Baines. Ttie motion to amend was in the affirmative. Discussing
the article were Gerald Holleran, Mary Farwell, Ray Langer, and Leslie Breen. The
polls opened after Article 5 and remained opened until delcared closed the Moderator.
Article 5 as adopted. YES - 165 NO - 26
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,000. for engineering on future highway construction projects. Motion to adopt
was made by Rudi Campbell, and seconded by Paul Howe. Mr. c::ambpell states the
Town's feelings on the article. The article was adopted. YES - 163 NO - 30
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Police Department Capital
reserve fund. Motion to adopt was made by George Longfellow and seconded by Ron
Savoie. The article was adopted. YES - 164 NO - 29
Article 8: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to receive and
expend for the improvement of Town roads. This grant will take the place of T.R.A.
allotments. Motion to adopt was made by Sid Baines and seconded bo Lowell Apple.
The article was adopted. YES - 180 NO - 11
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the present Town Capital
Reserve Fund and to establish the following Capital Reserve Funds:
A) Communications Department Capital Reserve Fund:
B) Highway Department Capital Reserve Fund:
C) Revaluation.
Motion to adopt was made by Sid Baines and seconded by George Longfellow. Persons
interested in discussing the article were B. Allan Sprague, and Norm Forest. Their
questions were answered by Sid Bauies. The article was adopted. YES - 175 NO -
Article 10: To see if the T^wn will vote to authorize the withdrawal of an amount
not to exceed Fifty-Five Thousand Dollars ($55,000) from the Hooksett Fire Depart-
ment Capital Reserve Fund for a new radio system. Motion to adopt made by Al Law
and seconded by Lee Harvey. Addressing the public on this article were Chief Law,
Claire Forest, and Gary Sleeper. The article was adopted. YES - 188 NO - 6
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of New Hampshire
RSA Chapter 162-J so as to allow the Town to foster and encourage the development
of industrial facilities within its boundaries through a voluntary, non-profit
corporation to be formed under New Hampshire RSA 292:1-17. Motion to adopt made
by Sid Baines and seconded bo Lowell Apple. Hans Wentrup explained the article
and explained that it ties in with articles 12 and 13. The article was adopted.
YES - 165 NO - 29
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to establish the Hooksett Industrial
Development Corporation, a vonuntary, non-profit corporation to be formed under the
provisions of New HampshireRSA 292:1-17 for the purpose of implementing New Hamp-
shire RSA Chapter 162-J (amended at this point to add and advance $15,000. from
General Revenue Sharing Funds) to be used by such Corporation for the purpose of
fostering and encouraging the development of Industrial facilities within the Town
of Hooksett; said advance to be repaid by such Corporation from any proceeds gen-
erated by its activities and, upon the eventual dissolution and liquidation of such
Corporation all of its assets shall vest in and be distributed to the Town to take
action relative thereto. TTie original motion to adopt was made by Sid Baines and
seconded by John Proctor. The motion to amend was made by Sid Baines and seconded
by Ffudi Campbell. The motion to amend was adopted as well as the article.
YES - 163 NO - 32
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
convey the following parcel of land to the Hooksett Industrial Development Corp-
oration. Motion to adopt made by Don Riley, seconded by Fred Bishop. Town people
taking part in the discussion of this article included Claire Belisle, Paul Howe,
Russ Rjirier and John Holleran. The article was adopted. YES - 161 NO - 33
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to give a discount to two percent (2%)
on all taxes except Resident Taxes and Sewer Rents. Motion to adopt made by
Ray Langer seconded by Lowell Apple. Requesting information on this article
was Tom Baer. The article was defeated. YES - 53 NO - 140
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
hire money in anticipation of the 1984 taxes to be repaid therefrom. Motion to
adopt was made by Bea Bourbeau, seconded by B. A. Sprague. Questioning the article
was Cutler Brown. Ttie article was adopted. YES - 149 NO - 42
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting money
from the State, Federal or other Governmental Unit or a private source \^ich become
available during the fiscal year. Such article or item shall:
1) Be used only for legal purposes for v^ich a Town may appropriate money
2) Require the Selectmen to hold a prior public hearing on the action to be taken.
Motion to adopt was made by Bea Bourbeau, seconded by Sandy Quirion. The article
was adopted. YES - 180 NO - 11
Tcwn Meeting - Second Session l^rch 16, 1984 RECOUNT - MARCH 21, 1984
Article 17: In accordance with RSA 80:42, will the Town of Hooksett vote to allow
the Board of Selectmen, after consulting with the Planning Board, Conservation
Commission and School Board, to sell real estate owned by the Town. Motion to adopt
was made by Rudi Campbell and seconded by Mr. Kula. Tom Drociak made the motion
to amend by adding {which was aquired at Tax Sale) after the line [owned by the
TCT.vn] . Seconded by Sidney Baines. The motion to amend was passed by a voice vote.
Several citizen shoved an interest in this article. Among them were Don I^rtineau,
Bob Schroder, Mr. Russell, Charles Gassek. D. EXifond, Tom Drociak and Veronica
Cusson. The amended article was adopted. YES - 171 NO - 21
Article 18: To see if the Town will authorize and direct the Selectmen to review
considerations through the Tri County Solid Waste Management District, which may
involve participating with Citizens/Vicon Resource Recovery Project and/or the
City of Concord Solid Waste Resource Recovery Project. A decision by the TDwn
to participate or not to participate in a project will be deferred to a Special
Town Meeting in the Fall of 1984, or the regular Town Meeting in March of 1985.
The motion to adopt was made by Sidney Baines, seconded by Claire Forest. Mr.
B. Allan Sprague directed questions to Rudi Campbell. The article was adopted.
YES - 181 NO - 10
Article 19: To see if the TDwn will vote to accpet the Budget as presented.
Motion to adopt was made by Leon Boisvert, seconded by Ron Savoie. Lowell Apple
made the motion to amend the Article to increase the budget by an amount not to
exceed Thirty-Five-Thousand ($35,000) to be equally divided into the various salary
accounts to give our Municipal Einployees a pay raise of seven per cent (7%) in
place of the three per cent (3%) already provided for in the Budget. Seconded by
B. Allan Sprague. The amendment was adopted. The Budget as amended was adopted
on a voice vote.
The business of the evening was concluded, and the Moderator declared the polls
closed at 8:43 p.m. Results of the voting were given at 9:32 p.m. and the 1984
Town Meeting was closed.
PATRICIA SACK
Town Clerk-Tax Collector
Article 2: Zoning Amendment
Are you in favor of Amendment #1 to the Hooksett Zoning Ordinance as submitted
by petition? (Disapproved by the Hooksett Planning Board) . (This amendment would ;
change toe definition of Junk in Article XV-H of the Zoning Ordinance and allow
no more than one motor vehicle without a valid N.H. Registration on an individual
property)
.
On March 21, 1984 at 9:04 a recount of Article 2 was held in the courtroom. In
attendance and used as Ballot counters were: Patricia Sack, Town Clerk, Rudi
Campbell, Selectman, Bea Bourbeau, Selectman, and John W. Hanrahan, Town Moderator.
Looking on were Arthur Locke, William Fongeallaz and Lowell Apple.
The count was given as:
YES - 266 NO - 266
The Moderator delcared the Article did not pass.
Patricia Sack
Town Clerk
a true copy, attest: to the best of my ability
Patricia Sack
Town Clerk-Tax Collector
RECORDS OF MINUTES OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
JULY 27 , 1984
Assistant Moderator Ralph Page called the meeting to order at
7:37 pm. Present were: William Fongeallaz, Lowell Apple , and
Douglas MacDonald of the Se'wer Commission; Sidney BaineS/ Jr.,
Beatrice Bourbeau, and Rudolph Campbell of the Board of Select-
men; and John W. Hanrahan, Moderator.
Assistant Moderator Ralph Page read Article 1 to see if the
Town will note to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Million
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars (52,500,000.00) for the purpose
of the construction and carrying out of the Whitehall Road
Sewerage Expansion project, so-called, such sum to be raised
by the issuance of bonds or notes not to exceed Two Million
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars (52,500,000.00) under and in
compliance with the Municipal Finance Act (New Hampshire re-
vised statutes annotated 33:1 ejt seq ) to authorize the select-
men to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes, to determine
the rate of interest thereon and to ta)ce such other actions
as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale
and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best
interest of the Town of Hooksett and to allow the Hooksett
Sewer Commiss ion to expend such funds and any income from
the investment thereof during the period of construction for
the purposes above specified.
William Fongeallaz moved to adopt the article as read. Second-
ed by Gerald Holleran.
Question was called. Ballots were distributed. Meeting was
adjourned at 8:02 pm. Polls were declared open until 9:00 pm.
Counting of the ballots begun at 9;03 pm by Donald Riley, John
Proctor, and John W. Hanrahan. Total votes cast were 250. The
article was adopted - YES 188 NO 62
Re suits were given at 9:13 pro and the meeting was closed.
Record ot Minutes of special
Ttwn Meeting
January 11, 1985
The Moderator Winn Hanrahan opened the neeting at 7:37 P.M. The Warrant was
read and it was also certified as having been posted as per order of thie Dept.
of Revenue.
Mr. Hanrahan explained that we would be voting on two questions, each would
require a 2/3 majority , and each would be voted on privately on different
colored ballots.
Article 1. To see if the Towri will vot--;' to raise and appropriate the suin of Four
Hundred Fifty-four Thousand (-;454,000.00) Dollars for the capping of the
original cell at the saniUicy Jandfili and iiihe constructio:i of a new three
acre cell as required by the State of Mev Ha.-npshire, Water Supply and
Pollution Control Coi:j*.ii5SiO!i or for an alternate to the s^id new cell if
such alternate is avaijable v^"id acceptable to the sanitary landfill
committee and is more economical to the Town; of- the total cost. Three
Hundred Ninety-four Tnousand ($394,000.00) Dollars to be raised by t.he
issuance of serial notes or bonds of the Town, repayable over a period
of five years. The remaining Sixty Thousand ($60,000.00) Dollars shall be
funded by current general revenue sharing funds. With respect thereto,
the selectmen are authorized to issue and negotiate such bonds and
notes, to determine the rate of interest thereon and to take such other
actions as maybe necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale
and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of
the Town of Hooksett and to expend such funds and amy income from the
investment thereof for the purposes herein specified.
Mr. Sid Baines made the motion to accept the article as read, seconded by Lc^/ell
Apple. Pink Ballots were dispersed to those m attendance, f-lr. Baines made a
motion to airend the aurticle, but withdrew his motion. Questions wore put forth and
answered by those concerned. At 7:^5 PM the Polls were declared opened for voting
on Article 1, and would remain opst". until ft:45 PM. The polls stayed open until
9:23 .
Article 2. To see if the tov;n will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Million Five Hundred Tnousand (52,500,000.00) Dollfirs for the
purpose of the construction and carrying out of the Whitehall Road
Sewerage Expansion project, so-called, such sum to to raised by the
issuance of bonds or notes not to exceed TUd Million Five Hundred
Thousand ($2,500,000.00) Dollars under and m compliance with the
Municipal Finance Act (New Hampshire revised statuesaimotated 33:1
et seq ) to authorize the selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes, to determine the rate of interest thereon and to take such
other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation,
sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best
interest of the town of Hooksett and to allow the Hooksett Sewer
Commission to expend such funds and any income from the investment
thereof during the period cf construction for the purposes above
specified.
A true copy, attest:
Marilyn ^Keller
Marilyn Keller
Deputy Town Clerk- Tax Collector
'
Deputy Town Clerk-Tax Collector
Mr. William Fongeallaz made the motion to accept the article as read,
seconded by William Carroll. William (Bud) Fongeallaz explained the
reasons such an article is needed and urged a vote in the affirmative.
Mr. Ray linger asks hew much time the Tcr.v-n uould have to pay back the
bond. After some discussion Mr. Fongeallaz moved to amend the article
by inserting the words "for amortization over a 15 to 20 year term"
after the words (and negotiate such bonds or notes) . Mr. Dzwell Apple
seconded the amendment. After some discussion the amendment passed by
voice vote. Mr. Hanrahan proceeded to reread the article as amended.
A discussion followed. Mainly the questicns were technical in concept
or financial. The >VDderator asked that the ballots, yellow m color,
be passed out. Once again, cJiose m attendance were reminded tJiat in
order to pass; we must have a 2/3 majority vote. The polls were- declareKl
open at 8:21 pm and would close at 9:22 (:iii.
At 9:23 the polls were declared closed and counting began.
Article 1: 221 - Yes 31 - No
Article 2: 205 - Yes 46 - No 1 - Blank
At 9:55 pm the results were given and die meeting closed.
. J...-/.
Patricia Sack
Tcjwn Clerk - Tax Collector
STATE PRIMARY
September 11, 1984
The Moderator Mr. Hanrahan declared the polls officially
opened at 6:00 am. The boxes of ballots were opened and
were previously counted. Ballot clerks serving at this
meeting included: Helen Tuttle (R) , Bernice Hardy (R)
,
Harriette Jacobs (R), Virginia E. Harris (R), Judith H.
Berry (D), Dorothy Farrand (D), and Richard Farrand (D),
with Ralph Page as Assistant Moderator, Patricia Sack
as Town Clerk, Marilyn Keller as Deputy Town Clerk, and
Kathleen Moore as assistant.
polls were declared closed at 7:00 pm and the result of









For U. S . Senator
:
Gordon J . Humphrey





















For Rep. to General Court:
Laurent J. Boucher
Arthur J. Locke
A. Richard Mar pie
Doris J. Riley






















For Register of Deed
Kathi L. Guay
For Register of Probate
;
Patricia A. Fraser









For U. S. Senator:
Norman E. D'Amours
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aelivereci there by Hooksett residents. The transfer station will
enable us to inplement a recycling center in an effort to
diminish the amount of refuse that we must dispose of.
VJe will try to provide a special Spring and Fall trash
pickup to accommodate the various non-garbage trash associated
with general property clean up.
Parks and Recreation Commission is co be commended for their
V70rk in negotiating v/ith the Public Service Company for the
completion of the ball fields south of Donati Field. Public
Service will contribute, as required by Federal Law,
approximately $85,000 to complete the field. It appears that
this project has reachea a point v/here the Town can enter into an
c-greement with Public Service to accomplish this work.
Property re-evaluation v;ill take place in 1987 and the 1988
taxes v/ill be based upon this re-evaluation.
The boarci of selectmen is constantly looking for people
interested in serving on various boards and committees. Any
citizen interested in serving should make themselves known to
our secretary at the tov/n hall.
Ilarch 12, 1985 and liarch 15, 1985 are the Town Heeting
dates. This is \il\ere you decide hov/ your money will be spent
and in effect determine the amount of your tax bill. It is
your duty to attend tov;n meeting to vote and to express your
position on the various matters in the town V7arrant.
Tne board of selectmen is grateful for the 0£)portunity to
serve. VJe are always just a phone call away and solicit helpful
suggestions at ariy time.
In closing v;e would like to take this opportunity to thank
all tlie town employees and the volunteers who serve on various
boards and committees as v/ell as their families for their
dedication and support throughout the year.





STATE OF tIEW HAIIPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hooksett, New Hampshire, in the
County of Merrimack in said State, qualified to vote in Tov.'n
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hooksett Memorial School
on Tuesday the 12th day of March at six of the clock in the
forenoon to cast your ballots for Town Officers and for questions
required by law to be on the ballots. Polls close at 7:00 P.M.
The remainder of the Warrant will be acted upon at the Hooksett
Memorial School, Friday, March 15, 1985 at 7:00 P.M.
ARTICLE 1
ensuing.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
TOWN BALLOT, MARCH 12, 198 5
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of Amendment 81, submitted by
petition, to change Tax Map 2, Lot 12 from Residential to
Commercial? (DISAPPROVED BY THE PLANMIHG BOARD)
TOWN BALLOT, MARCH 12, 198 5
ARTICLE 3: Are you in favor of Amendment #2, submitted by
petition, to change Tax Hap 17, Lot 18 from Residential to
Commercial? (DISAPPROVED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
TOWN BALLOT, MARCH 12, 1985
ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of Amendment #3, as proposed by the
Hooksett Planning Board to change Tax Map 25, Lots 74 and 76 from
Residential to Commercial? (This change would be an extension of
an existing Commercial area.)
TOWN BALLOT, MARCH 12, 1985
ARTICLE 5: Are you in favor of Amendment #4, as proposed by the
Hooksett Planning Board, to amend Artice IV - Residential
Districts by adding a new Section IV: A-7. (This Amendment would
allow the conversion of existing houses, v/ithin the Residential
District, to be converted into additional dwelling units provided
all of the requirements were met.)
TOWN BALLOT, MARCH 12, 1985
ARTICLE 6: Are you in favor of Amendment #5, as proposed by the
Hooksett Planning Board, to amend Article VI - Commercial
Districts by adding a new Section VI: A-11. (This Amendment
would allow essential public utilities to be installed in the
Commercial District by Special Exception.)
TOWN BALLOT, MARCH 12, 1985
ARTICLE 7: Are you in favor of Amendment 86, as proposed by the
Hooksett Planning Board, to amend Article II - Districts by
aduing the V7etlands Conservation District and ado a nev." Article
XVII - Wetlands Conservation District. (This Amendment v;ould
oesignate areas of poorly Grained soils and v/ould regulate the
use of such lana to protect the health ana v;elfarc of the
community.
)
TOWN BALLOT, MARCH 12, 1985
SECOim SESSION, IIARCH 15, 1985
ARTICLE 8: To See if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum,
not to exceed $135,000, to be expended by the Sewer Commissioners
from the Sevjer Commission Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase
and installation of a Dev;atering Machine for the l/astewater
Treatment Plant. Submittea by petition. (Recommended by the
Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 9 : To See if the To\;n will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Hundreo end Forty Five Thousand (fl45,,000) Dollars
for the purpose of purchasing a 1500 GPM Custom Pumper for the
Fire Department. Eighty Thousand ($80,000) Dollars of said sum
to be taken from the Hooksett Fire Department Capital Reserve
Fund. Submittea by petition. (Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
ARTICLE 10: To see of the Town VJill vote to appropriate and
expend the sum of One Hundred Thousand Fifty Tv;o Dollars
($100,052) of General Revenue Sharing Funds for the purpose of
reconstruction and some new construction of the "S" Curve on
Hackett Hill Road. Eighty Thousand Dollars (580,000) to be
expendec from State Highv;ay Block Grana Aid. Total cost of this
project is One Hundred Eighty Thousand Fifty Tv;o Dollars
($180,052). (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Fifty Four Thousand Dollars ($54,000) for
the purpose of purchasing a new radio console for the
Communication Center. Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) of said sum
to be taken from the Hooksett Communication Capital Reserve Fund
and Tv;elve Thousano Eight Hundred Seventy One Dollars (£12,871)
to be taken from the General Revenue Sharing Funds. Submittea by
petition. (Recommendea by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
expend the sum of Forty Five Thousana Dollars ($45,000) of
General Revenue Sharing Funds for the purpose of completing tv;o
ball fields. One girls Softball field and the other an all
purpose field (Football & Soccer). The remaining Eighty Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($80,500) to be furnished by the Public
Service Company of New Hampshire as part of the River Hydro
Project. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 13: To see if the Tovjn will vote to appropriate and
expend the sura of Thirty Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000) of
General Revenue Sharing Funds for the purpose of eliminating the
existing culvert on Benton Road and replacing it with 2-48" drain
pipes. The purpose of this project is to evacuate drain water
quicker through the K-nart parking lot and Merchants Motors drain
system into Dalton Brook, to handle a 25 year storm. (Not
recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to expend, out of the
Highway Capital Reserve Fund, the sum of Nine Thousand Two
Hundred Twenty Four Dollars ($9,224) for the purchase of a F-150
Ford Pickup Truck with a duel gas tank, for the Town Highway
Department. (Reconmiended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Tv;enty Two Thousand Fifty Eight Dollars
($22,058) for the purpose of purchasing a 1985 Ford F-700, 370
V8, 4BB1, 201 HP Engine, Chassis, Cab and Truck Body for said
vehicle. (Recommended by the Budget Coirmiittee)
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Tov;n will raise an appropriate the sum
of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) from the Sewer Rents and
User Fees to be deposited in the Sewer Capital Reserve Fund to be
expended therefrom by the Sewer Commission for the replacement of
Wastewater Treatment Plant and equipment and engineering
therefore. Submitted by Petition. (Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
by Petition. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
expend the sura of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000) of General
Revenue Sharing Funds for the purpose of addressing drainage
problems on West Stearns Ave and Uelkin Ring. (Recommended by
the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
expend the sum of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) of General
Revenue Sharing Funds for the purpose of additional computer
programming for the Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office.
(Recommended by the Budget Coramittee)
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to receive and expend for the improvements of Town
Roads, State Block Grant Aid Funds.
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to give a discount of
Tv70 Percent (2%) on all taxes except Resident Taxes and Sev;er
Rents paid on or before the date, Fifteen (15) Days subsequent to
the date tax assessments are mailed to property owners. (By
petition )
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to hire money in anticipation of the 1985 taxes to
be repaid therefrom.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Forty Three Thousand Dollars ($43,000) to
be applied to the Hooksett Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to
be applied to the Highway Department Capital Reserve Fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be
applied to the Re-valuation Capital Reserve Fund. (Recomraended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be
applied to the Hooksett Communication Capital Reserve Fund.
Submitted by Petition. (Hot Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be
applied to the Police Department Capital Reserve Fund. Submitted
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
as an Ordinance: Parking Ordinance for the Town of Hooksett.
Sec. 1 It shall be unlawful to park a motor vehicle on or to
other obstruct at any time a clearly designated fire lane, as
described in Section 3.
Sec. 2 It shall be unlawful to park a motor vehicle on a
traveled roadway within fifteen feet of or in front of or to
otherwise obstruct a fire hydrant.
Sec. 3 Required Access for Fire Appratus:
3-1 All premises devoted to public use to which the Hooksett
Fire Department may be called to protect in case of fire and
which are not readily accessible from public roads, shall be
provided with suitable gates, access roads, and fire lanes so
that all buildings on the premises are accessible to fire
apparatus.
3-2 Fire lanes shall be provided for all buildings which are
set back more than 150 feete from a public road or exceed 30 feet
in height and are set back over 50 feet from a public road.
3-3 Fire lanes shall be provided for any area of any building
that may have fire protection equipment, that the fire department
must have access to for the purpose of extinguishment of fire, to
include but not liraited to; fire department sprinkler
connections, post indicator valves, private fire hydrants.
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3-4 Fire lanes shall be at least 20 feet in v;idth with the road
edge closest to the building at least 10 feet from the building.
Any dead road more the 300 feet long shall be provided v;ith a
turn around at the closed end at least 90 feet in diameter.
3-5 Fire lanes shall be marked v;ith signs erected in plain view
and not more than 100 feet apart, stating "Fire Lane no Parking"
and shall be clearly painted with continuous yellow lettering on
the pavement "Fire Lane No Parking".
3-6 The designation and maintenance of fire lanes on private
property shall be accomplished as specified by the Fire Chief.
Sec. 4 Penalties:
4-1 A person violating any provision of this ordinance shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $100.00 for each offense,
except that the optional procedures set forth in section 4-3 may
be used in lieu of Court proceedings for violations of this
ordinance.
4-2 A person shall not allov;, permit, or suffer a vehicle
registered in his name to stand or park in violation of this
ordinance and the owner or person in whose name such vehicle is
registered shall be held as prima facie responsible for such
violation.
4-3 The owner operator may within five (5) working days of the
time when a notice of violation of this ordinance was attached to
the vehicle, pay to the police department the sura of two ($2.00)
dollars as a penalty and in lieu of court proceedings. Failure
by the operator or owner to make such payment v/ithin five (5)
working days may result in the issuance of a summons to the
operator or owner to appear in court to answer to charges of
violating this ordinance. The Chief of Police may at anytime
before a court summons has been issued, but after the five (5)
working day period, the acceptance of a voluntary payment of five
($5.00) dollars as a penalty in full satisfaction of the
violation.
4-4 Notice of violation; A police officer observing a violation
of any section of this ordinance, shall attach to the vehilce a
notice to the operator or owner that the vehicle has been parked
in violation of this ordinance and instructing the operator or
owner to report at police headquarters. The notice shall
contain:
(a) Location. The location where the vehicle is parked.
(b) Registration number of vehicle. The State registration
number of such vehicle.
(c) Time of violation. The time at which such vehicle is parked
in violation of any provisions of this ordinance.
(d) Any other facts. Any other facts, a knowledge of which is
necessary for a thorough understanding of the circumstances
attending such violation.
4-5 The Police Department shall be authorized to remove and tow
away or have removed and towed away by a commercial tov/ing
service any abandoned vehicle, or other vehicle illegally parked
in a place where it creates or constitutes a traffic hazard,
blocks the use of a fire hydrant, or obstructs the movement of
any emergency vehicle in a fire lane. Vehicles towed for illegal
parking shall be stored in a safe place, and shall be restored to
the owner or operator upon payment of all fees for towing and
storage.
Effective Date: This ordinance shall take effect upcn it's
passage. (Submitted by Petition)
ARTICLE 28: In accordnce with RSA 80:42, will the Town of
Hooksett vote to allow the Board of Selectmen, after consulting
v/ith the Planning Board, Conservation Commission and School
Board, to sell real estate owned by the Town.
ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget,
as submitted by the Budget Committee, or take any other action in
relation thereto.
Given under our hands and seal, this 15th day of February, in the







HO BILL BECOMES A LAW a Complicated Procedure
Prepared by New Hampshire Municipal Association
ThiB Chan ouIllneB the pfocesa for enacting a bill Into law by tracing the path of a bill Introduced In the Houae of flepre-
senlatlves. A bill introduced In the Senate would follow the same procedure except that Senate and House action would
be reversed
If Governor Vetoes
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OVERVIEW OF RECaiMENDED 1985 TOWN BUDGETS
BUDGET
APPROPRIATED EXPENDED RECCWME1?DED CHANGE APPROPRIATED
For 1984 in I9S4 1985 OVER $ 1984 %
$ 11,130 $ 9,25C § 11,375 $ 245 2%
.net 112,420 115,095 110,865 - 1,555 - 1%
850 800 850
70,661 66,838 78,021 7,360 9%
1,620 1,620 1,425 195 -12%
3,150 6,919 5,150 2,000 39%
428,519 490,743 437,433 8,914 2%
150,448 139,896 141,875 " 8,573 - 6%
48,553 48,553 57,706 9,153 16%
met 105,700 113,648 110,682 4,982 5%
17,150 16,700 20,000 2,350 14%
5,000 3,353 5,000
360,825 368,789 421,736 60,911 14%
75,500 68,396 78,500 3.000 4%
732,769 697,190 788,719 55,950 7%
184.435 193,365 196,671 12,236 6%
$2,308,730 $2,341,155 $2,466,008 $157,278 6%
Cemetery CoonnlBslon




















The Senior Citizens group have had another successful and
enjoyable year due to the generosity of the Selectmen and voters
of Hooksett. This money is used for special trips and outings
v/hich could not have been, without your support.
Additional income has been earned by sale of food, clothing
and other items donated by the members. The Christmas Sale was a
great success, and many beautiful hand-made gifts were sold.
Under the supervision of Mrs. Eleanor Brissette and committee
members, two card parties were held, v/ith many attending.
Mittens, capes and dressed dolls are raade and donated to the
Salvation Army, as well as boxes of canned goods.
The annual Golden Age luncheon, for members over eighty, was
held at Ashlands. May baskets and Christmas plants v/ere
distributed to those unable to attend the weekly meetings.
The bus trips are an interesting feature, as they afford a
change of scenery, v/hich many would be unable to enjoy otherwise.
Trips this year were varied, to mention a few: Clam Bake at Kings
Ridge, Boat trip at Lake Sunapee, Cook-out a Mrs. Betty
McComish's cottage at York Beach and a foliage trip through
Vermont and return via M.H. White Mountains. Car pools were also
used for outings at Bear Brook and the flower shov/ in
Manchester. Mrs. Arline Bresnahan has done an excellent job
arranging these affairs, as well as acting as tour guide.
The Musical Group, under the direction of Mrs. Bernadette
Chevrette is proving more popular each year. They entertain at
several nursing homes, as well as other organizations.
A monthly bulletin "Mews and Viev/s" has been of interest to
Seniors as each issue features some historical place in Hooksett;
recipes and news items are also included. Mrs. Phyllis Smith is
Editor and is alv/ays open to suggestions.
Our annual Christmas party v;as held at the Cat and the
Fiddle with over eighty members in attendance. In lieu of gifts
being exchanged, money was given to Father Albert Vannatta of
Pine Haven Boys Center.
All Hooksett Seniors are welcome to attend meetings held
- Friday morning at Ten O'Clock. Attendance averages betv/een
. i::ty-i-ive and seventy-five mai ^srious ]'<rO' t C7\s c.nci
informative speakers are most interesting.
Allocations of the funds appropriated by the Town of












Again, the Hooksett-ites wish to express their sincere












REPORT OF THE BUDGET COrilllTTEE
The 1985 Town Budget recommended by the Budget Committee
53,024,283 is almost 5% lower than the total of tne departments'
requests. Unfortunately, hov/ever, it includes $281,502 of debt
and $641,205 of recommended TTarrant Articles. If all these pass,
the Tovjn Budget v;ill increase a v/hopping 21% over last year!
The Warrant Articles include:
Various Capital Reserves $123,000
Fire Pumper 145,000
De-V7atering Machine (Sewer) 13 5,000
Hackett Hill Reconstruction 100,052
Comriiunications Console 54,000
New Ball Field 45,000
2 Trucks (Highway) 31,282
Drainage Problems (W, Stearns) 3,000
Computer Programming 2,000
Warrant Articles not recommended include $35,0 00 for
eliminating the Benton Road culvert, as this v^as deemed
unnecessary; members did not feel this \/ould be the ansv/er to
correcting drainage problems at K-Mart and Ilerchants Ilotors.
Also not recommended v/as a $10,000 Capital Reserve request from
the Communications Department, since the console will be
purchased this year, no capital expenditures of sufficient
magnitude to require Capital Reserves are anticipated. Also not
recommended is a 2% discount on property ta::es paid early, as
this v/ould cost too much.
The School District Budget ($3,988,541) is $132,000 (almost
4%) lower than that requested by the School Board. This
represents a 2.3% increase over last year's School Budget,
exclusive of Warrant Articles. The only Warrant Article
submitted by the School Board, is one to appropriate money for a
teacher's raise. Hov/ever, the amount of that raise isstill under
negotiation and may or may not be determined by the time of the
School District Meeting {March 8, 1985). If negotiations have
not been completed by then, a Special Town Meeting v;ill have to
be called at a later date.
The Budget figures for each department and the school
department include a recommended 5% salary increase for all full-
time permanent employees (except Certified Teachers). A 10%
increase for telephone costs, a 7% increase for electricity and
no increase for oil. While we recognize the possibility of a
discrepancy bei /.le pay raise negotiatec for teachers and the
recommended fj. .i,ployees, vo felt compelled to recommend
V7hat v;e honestly felt was fair and equitable in viev; of the lov/
rate of inflation (4% last year).
By far, the largest increases in the Tov/n Budget were in the
Pol ice Department and the Selectmen's Budget (an increase of
$6 0,911 and $55,950 respectively). The former increase (14%) is
recommended primarily for hiring 2 new patrolman and buying
another police car. The Selectmens' increase (7%) is largely due
to a new employee in the Tov/n Clerk's Office, liigher salaries and
the constant increases in Social Security, Retirement and
V7orkmen' s Compensation.
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Statement of Long Term Indebtedness,
Showing Annual Maturities of Principal
and Interest
















April 1 & Oct. 1
N.E. Merchants Natl.






















$280,000. 29,400. $30,000. $1,829. $60,000. $3,300.
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TAX YEAR 1 984





LAND (Line 1) Liii all impr.wcd and unimproved land iiccpi the land tmed in ihc iiems on lines
3, A. 5 jnd 6 below r.iil all land under currrnl uit al lis lurrtnl use •ismed value.
BUILDINGS (Line 2) - LiM on rhis line all ihc buildings exccpi ihose buildings Iisfcd on ihc items
onlincsi. 4, 5. 6and8belp*.
1984
VALUATION
, Value o( land under CURRENT USES 0^^, ST^S'. + Vjljt or AlUihei Improved 4 Un.mproved land S-^77*y*v' = i^fi-pijsij
7 Bt'll.DINGS - Eicludins itemb Ii5ied on lines 3, 4. 5. 6 and 8 below ^VAiS-ioo
1 PUBLIC WATER UTILITY (Privaielv o*ned waier supply serving public) (RSA 72: 1 IJ, . .
^ PUBLIC UTILIllES -- Value of all properly used in produciion, ^
trantmijsion and disiribuiion including produclion machinery,
land, land righls. cusemcnis. etc Formsh breakdown by
individual company in space provided on page 4. (RSA 72 8)
Vf.^SS^
5. Elecrl^^^,^ J2/// ^j>S6 /tyo
6 OilP.pelmc"7E^/l6^^5 ^iS'^H)
7 Maiute Wood jud Timbet (HSA 79:51
n. Manufaciured Houmok Asicsed as Real Properly. (RSA 72:7-3) (Number ' 7^ ) /,SZ^,/3d.
V TOTAL VAIUAFION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED ,/S^,^^V/'
10 Blind Eicmpiion (RSA 73 J7) (Number ) S xxxxxx
1, Elderly Exemption (l)( RSA 72 39. 7:43a i72:J3.f) iN»mUr J^^£L.)%J?//,/) ^-AV>. xxxxxx
17 xxxxxx
11 xxxxxx
14 School Dining Ruom. Dormitory 4; Kiichen Excmplion (RSA 72:23) {Number —L ) S / /// S'^O
.
xxxxxx
li Waierond Air Pollul.on Conirol Exemplinns [RSA 72:1 2-a) (Number )S xxxxxx
16 Wood Healing Cnerg> System Exempiion (RSA 72 69) (Number _ ) S xxxxxx
17 TOTAL EXLMPTIONS ALLOWED (lines lOlolft) ^:iJ^.S$Z>.





PRECINCT. SERVICE AREAS AND SCHOOL DISTRICT VALUATION
Where valuation of Precincts and/or School Disinclt is nol identical wuh the town or cily. idenlify
Ihe unil of governmeni and/or the service areas in Ihe columnar headings and lisi valuaiioni






















y^f.S'ST!- J*-f^ A^^ 17
.?/^^J, 7/1^ .^^^^32 Iti.
PAYMENT IN I lEi: OK TAXES.
Lisi [he valuation of the properly '^
or propcnies on which a paymcni > S
in lieu of (axes is lo be received J
(The amnunis listed in Ihis bo» should NOT be ineluded anywhtrt etst above)
Properly Tain
• 72:6 REAL ESTATE. All realcsiaic, uhethcr impr. buildings and vtruciures ol privald
between land, buildings or other structures required in this summaty
• 72 J-a 1 MANUFACTURED HOUSING. Manufaciured housingsuiiableforuse for domestic, commercial oi industrial purposes
IS iBiablein Ihc 10 nn in which it is located on April firii in any year if it was brought into the state on or before April first and
remjins heic after June fifteenth in any year: encepi thai manufactured housing as determined by Ihe commissioner of revenue
adminiittation.iCEiSlercd in this state for touring or pleasure and not remaining in any one town, city or unincorporated place for
moreihanforiy-rivedays.exccptforstorageonly. shall be exempt from taxation. This paragraph shall nol apply to manufactured
housing held for sale or storage by an Jficnt or dealer.
• 72-KEl ECTRIC PLANTS AND PIPE LINES. StriiCiures.machinery.dynamos.apparalus, poles, wires, fixtures of all kinds, and
deseriplions. and pipe lines owned by a person or corporation operating as a public utility as defined in RSA 362:2 generating,
producing, lupplying and disinbuiing electric pov*er or light, or in transporting natural gas, crude petroleum and rcTined




Taxes Assessed for the Tax Year 1984
PURPOSES For Use By Town
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Town officers" salaries $ 103,486.56
Town officers' expenses 47.420.00
Election and Registration expenses 13.800.00
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 16,346.00
N.H. Municipal Association 1.680.00
Tax Map update 2,500.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
Police Department 349.651.00
Fire Department, inc. forest fires 149.490.00
Blister rust and care of trees 918.39








Visiting Nurses (Health) 5,350.00
HIGHWAYS:
Town Maintenance: Summer & Winter 225,693.00
Street Lighting 42.000.00

















Memorial Day — Old Home Day 1,100.00
RECREATION:
Parks & Playground, inc. band concerts 17,150.00
PUBLIC SERVICES ENTERPRISES:
Municipal Sewer Dept. 199,435.00
Cemeteries 11,130.00
UNCLASSIFIED:
Damages and Legal expenses 22,100.00
Advertising and Regional Associations
(So. NH Planning) 5,548.44
Employees' retirement and Social Security 85,900.00
N.H. Mediation 6.000.00
Senior Citizens 2,500.00
Tri-County Solid Waste Management
(Article 27) 2,152.00
DEBT SERVICE:
Principal-long term notes & bonds 141,400.00




Industrial Dev. Commission 1.000.00
Amend Article 19 (Pay Increase) 35,000.00
New Radio (Article 10) 55,000.00
Highway Improvements
(Article 8) 70,575.00
Engineering on Future Highway Construction
(Article 6) 30,000.00




Title of Appropriation 84 Appr. Credits Expenditures Balance Overdraft
Special Police $ 8,408.50 $ 8,417.70 $ 9.20
T.O. Salaries $ 107.184.78 18,284.58 110,182.94 15,286.42
T.O. Expense 47,420.00 2,333.53 40,498.77 9,254.76
N.H. Mun. Assoc 2,000.00 1,743.08 256.92
Elec./reg. Expense 13,800.00 14,049.65 249.65
Town Hall 16.346.00 12.640.82 3,705.18
Police Dept. 360,825.00 9,778.31 368,788.53 1,814.78
Fire Dept. 150,448.00 24.25 139,895.79 10,576.46
Forest Fires 3,150.00 548.17 6,919.09 3,220.92
Planning Board 5000.00 2,997.72 3,353.79 4,643.93
Insurance 168,694.00 14,682.52 158,022.39 25,354.13
Civil Defense 850.00 800.24 49.76
Conservation Comm. 1,620.00 1,620.00
Communications 70,660.56 66,837.77 3,822.79
Hydrant Rental 31,776.00 31,777.29 1.29
Ambulance 4,500.00 4,500.00
Garbage Removal 45,620.07 44,882.76 737.31 4,402.29
SL F 31,885.69 28,796.14 3,089.55
Highway Maintenance 230,306.62 26,253.76 268,815.54 12,255.16
Street Lighting 42,000.00 42,519.71 519.71
General Highway 23,242.00 25,601.74 2,359.74
Surveying & Engineering 10,000.00 6,785.64 3,214.36
Resurfacing 9,900.00 9,580.73 319.27
1984 New Const. 69,565.00 96,038.35 26,423.35
1983 New Constr. 31,394.12 31,394.12
Library 48,553.00 48,553.00
Town Welfare 10,000.00 3,069.22 11,912.15 1,157.07
Old Age Assistance 15,000.00 16,942.21 1,942.21
Soldiers Aid 500.00 500.00
Juvenile Care 50,000.00 180.00 39,541.32 10,638.68
Camp Spaulding 300,00 300.00
Community Action 4,755.00 4,755.00
Memorial Day 1,100.00 960.58 139.42
Parks & Recreation 17,150.00 395.96 16,700.35 845.61
Cemeteries 11,130.00 125.00 9,250.26 2,004.74
Youth Program 750.00 750.00
Pension 2,500.00 2,500.00
Industrial Development 1,000.00 1,000.00
N.H. Mediation 6,000.00 6,000.00
Clarifier 26,400.00 26,400.00
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS (continued)
Title of Appropriation 84 Appr. Credits Expenditures Balance Overdraft
Prescott Heights 1982 2,430.04 70,575.33 92,243.09 19,237.72
Dump Truck Chassis 1,441.01 1,400.00 41.01
Tri County SoHd Waste 2,152.00 2,152.00
Damage/legal Expense 22,100.00 25,098.58 2,998.58
S.N.H. Plan. Comm. 3,548.44 3,548.44
N.H. Retirement 53.292.00 41,320.18 94,733.37 121.19
Social Security 34,944.00 28,368.35 60,834.13 2,478.22
Senior Citizens 2.500.00 2,500.00
Bond Payment 115,000.00 115,000.00
Interest 15.607.00 19,174.17 3,567.17
Highway C.R. 25,000.00 25,000.00
Tax Map Update 2,500.00 600.00 1,900.00
Visiting Nurses 4,600.00 4,600.00
Fire Dept. C.R. 43,000.00 43,000.00
Engineering 30,000.00 12,292.56 17,707.44
Town Cap Res. (Reval.) 20,000.00 20,000.00
Town Cap. Res. (Comm.) 10,000.00 10,000.00
Town Cap. Res. (Police) 15,000.00 15,000.00
Landfill Consultants 8,000.00 10,241.29 2,241.29
Radio System Fire Dept. 55,000.00 54,893.51 106.49
Sewer Dept. Increase 1,301.84 1,301.84
$2,140,742.17 $218,936.88 $2,312,320.73 $122,546.30 $75,187.98






American Legion Post Don Dexter 485-7781
485-3623
Boy Scouts Manchester Office 625-6431
Church of Nazarene Calvin Alexander, Pastor 627-2971
Civil Air Patrol,
Hooksett Squadron Alfred Lessard 623-2662
Congregational Church Ralph Hirtle, Pastor 485-3191
485-3423
Women's Fellowship Evelyn Howe 622-4494
Jr. High Fellowship Ralph Johnson 485-7644
Choir Virginia Desrosiers 669-4410
Cub Scouts Ed Alter 623-5923
Girl Scouts Janet LeClair 668-7771
Community Chairman Sue Cady 485-5067
Holy Rosary Church Maurice W. Richer, Pastor 485-3523
Cath. Women's Club Marcelle Lambert 485-3505
Cath. Youth Group Dennis Terravainen 485-7898
Hooksett Chamber of
Commerce Al Everson, Pres.
Hooksett Grange Elizabeth Bailey 225-9782
Hooksett Historical Society Grace Pomeroy
Hooksett Independent Order
of Odd Fellows I.O.O.F. Lloyd Robie 485-7761
Hooksett Men's Club Maurice Rousseau
Hooksett Senior Citizens Ardyth Burbank 623-0976
Dorothy Allen, Corr. Sec. 623-0159
Hooksett Women's Club Beatrice Bourbeau 668-0773
Hooksett Youth Athletic
Association Hugh Bulger 485-4477
Pinnacle Fish & Game Club Randy Duford 669-8162
Salvation Army Sidney Nichols, Chrm. 622-3396
UNH Manchester- Yvonne Delaire
Hooksett Extension Yvonne Major
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ANNUAL REPORT 1984
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
PRINCIPAL INCOME
Balancp New Funds With- Balance Balance Balance
1/1/84 Created drawals 12/3I/S4 1/1/84 Income Expemled 12/31/84
Cemetery Funds ., ^ 62,44B.20 , , li,525.00 67,273.20 ^ 177.77 -5703.18 5685.66 195.09
Library Funds 3,055.71 3,055.71 2ii6,ljl 2li6.1il
School Distnct Funds 79,378.69 25,000.00 lOU, 378.69 5,646.39 8iai0.67 1U,087.06
Town Capital Reserve Fund 6,202.21 6,202.21 Q 2,173.38 816.69 2992.07
Central Water Cap. Reserve 107,540.08 11, 000.00 5,000.00 113,5U0.08 8,906.00 9926.59 18,832.59
Village Water Precinct 38,390.91 27,Oh8.00 65,Ii38.91 3,467.59 U833.60 8,301.19
Sanitary Landfill Fund 8,958.79 23,182.91 32,im.70 2,218.41 1699.62 3,918.03
Highway Reconstruction
Fund 14,544.45 lii,5Ul+.Ii5 1,894.83 1631.91 3,526.71;
Central Water Standpipe
Fund 7,326.37 J.,000.00 7,112.27 l,211j,.10 646.40 271.02 687.73 29.69
Central Water Mains Repair 34 , 458 . 51 3U,Ii58.5l 3,181.20 3112.52 6,293.72
Fire Dept. Capita] Reserve 53,866.93 Ji3,0QQ.00 51,893.51 iil,973.It2 3,040.77 5526.1,3 8,567.20
Sewer Dept. Capital Reserve 118,600.95 16,382.77 Hi, 168.00 120,815.72 11,595.90 12277.53 23,873.ii3
* Communication Dept. Cap. R. 1U,597.2U 11,597. 2lt
* Highway Dept. Gap. Reserve 13,872. 2ii 13,872. 2U . 231.1)3 23I.I13
* Police Dept. Cap. Reserve 15,000.00 15,000.00 5oh.Lo 50U.I1O





$534,771.80 87,375.99 $42,948.64 5522U.00 9812.07 88,360.57
New Cemetery Funds — 1984
New Lots — Heads Cemetery









Trustees of Trust Funds
This is to certify that the information on this report is complete and
correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
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TC/ffl OF HOOKSETT
THUSTE-S OF TRUST RTiDS
I98I1 ANMUAL REPORT
Managing and investing the Town of Hooksett's Capital Reserve Funds and
work±ng to stren£:then and further lines of communication with the Boards,
Commissions, Precincts and School District having Capital Reserve Funds con-
tinue to be high priorities with the Trustees,
Voters assembled at the Friday, March I6, 198li TOlffl tESTItC, adopted the
three Articles in the Town Warrant requirin?^ action from the Trustees)
o ARTICLE 7: Establish POLICE DEPART.'EKT CAPITAL RESiRVS FUND.
ARTICLE 9: Discontinue TOlfl-I OF HOOKSETT CAPITAL RESEP.iJS FUND.
Establish COM-iUNICATIONS DEPART;ENT CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND.
Establish HIC-HivAY DEPARTMENT CAPITAL RESERVE FUND.
(Apportion equally funds from the TOIJN OF HOOKSETT
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND in the above two new Capital
Reserve Funds mentioned in ARTICLE 9.
Same Article, Establish REVALUATION CAPITAL RESERVE
FUND.
o ARTICLE 10: Withdraw an amount not to exceed Fifty-Five
Thousand Dollars (S55,000.) from the HOOKSETT FIRE
DE?ART>ENT CAPITAL RESERTO FUTTO to purchase a new
radio system.
Your mandate to the Town has been carried out.
In continuing to improve communications:
- Trustees have provided the Chairman of the Budget Conmittee with
information concerning end of year balances and all transactions
within this current year in the Capital Reserve Fund Accounts.
- VJe requested from the Budget Conmittee an action which will be
helpful to us, when any Board/Commission, etc., has a line item
in its Proposed Budget, CAPITAL P3SSR'ffi FUND, that an ARTICLE in
the TOiW WARRANT be submitted authorizing establishment of same,
that is, if it were NElif (as the above four). The Trustees also
requested the Budget Committee to inform us of a line item.
Capital Reserve Fund, in Board/Conmission's Proposed Budget, if no
ARTICLE is submitted and also its use (purpose). The Budget
Committee Chairman's responses were agreeable to the requests.
- School Administration Unit 15 was provided with its request for
infoOTiation, fiscal record, July 1, 1983 - June 30, 198h.
- Trustees notified the Commissioners of the Central Hooksett Water
Precinct of their intent to reinvest some of the precinct's funds
in a higher yield account, authorization was given.
During 198U new Cemetery Funds of Slj, 625.00 were received and deposited
in three Cemetery Accounts:
NEW SECTION (Development) HEADS CEMETERY FUND
Hay 21, 1981) Joan McNamara
June 18 Burton A. Green
August ll Louise Glodgett
November 17 Mrs. Avann








TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS 198U ANNUAL REPORT, Cont'd. Page 2.
NEW L0T5 (Graves), Martins Cemetery Fund
March lU, 198ij Gordon &. Ila M. Marshall
March 19 Mrs, Betty J, WoLf
Hay 22 Guy R. & Louise Sargent
June 20 Leo K, Powers
September 10 Ethel E. & Edward E. Gage, Sr.
October 9 Phillip F. Lindh
November 19 Mrs. Harold Simons











May 28, 1981) Mrs. Leo Beecher ?25.0O
As a regular policy of the Trustees of Trust Funds, interest accrued from!
the Town's 12 Cemetery Accounts was sent to the Town Treasurer. Interest
from these accounts amounted to 55,685.36. Also the Hooksett Public Library
Trustees were sent the interest, J2l)6.Ul, from the Library Trust Fund Accounts!
Tour suggestions are welcome and the Trustees will endeavor to respond
when our assistance is requested.
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 198A (June 30, 1985)
TOWN OF HOOKSETT, NH
- DR.
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Previous
1984 1983 1982 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year* $
Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year**
Interest Collected After Sale . .
Redemption Costs





$163,783.01 $112, 323. 5E
52.288.30
- CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions $,
Interest i Costs After Sale . .
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year ...







TOTAL CREDITS S. ^^l.l'J.^?;?^ $ll?/??3-5?. 52,288.30
*These sums represent Che total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of
January 1,19 (July 1, 19 ) from Tax Sales held in
Previous Fiscal Years.
** Amount of Tax SaleCs) held during current fiscal year,
including total amount of taxes, interest and costs to










CASH ON HAIID 12-31-
M.O. W. 01-380-5 Suncook Bank
Savi ngs 290312-8 Suncook Bank
CD. 590955-1 Suncook Bank
CD. 590930-4 Suncook Bank
CD. 590956-9 Suncook Bank
CD. 321328312 Anoskeag Savings
CD. 5753 Anoskeag national
CD. 5824 Amoskeag national
CD. 240 Family Bank
CD. 69 United Federal
SI ,554 ,938 .31
57 ,049 ,934 .02
?7 ,246 ,527,.53






















CD. 590823-1 S 8,599.18
Sub-Division Engineering Escrow:
Acct. 290316-9 E 1,169.76
Total 1984 Investment of Idle Funds Earnings S 107,841.44
Respectfully submitted,




The past year has been a bit hectic in that one Sev/er
Commissioner's term expired and he had not sought re-election to
the post and another resigned, too late for someone to seek the
elected post. Ilr. Apple sought and v;as elected to the vacant
post and then Mr. Fongeallaz and r!r. Apple appointed tlr.
IlacDonald (Doug) to the vacant position v/ith the concurrance of
the Board of Selectmen.
Preparation for the upcoming expansion of the system started
immediately after Town lleeting. Public hearings ana the Special
Town Meeting in July were to have been the cumulation of the
Bonding issue. Permission from the residents v/as given to allow
the Selectmen and the Sev/er Commissioners to borrow $2,5000,000.
to provide the necessary sewer lines, etc., for Route lOlB,
Whitehall Terrace, Farmer Road, Berry Hill Road, Presidential
Park, Harvest Drive, etc. nearly Eight (8) miles of lines were
approved. Within the project funds were $200,000. of monies to
sev/er the Industrial Park. Also included in this Bond issue were
two other important items. Money to replace the force main on
South Main Street. This is an 8" that lifts waste water over
South Main, a rise of 160 plus feet. This line was subject to
breaks and repairs of one sort or the other. This line v;ill now
be re-routed v/esterly and through easements to v;here the lift
will not be something less that 50 feet elevation.
One other vital project that was included in the $2.5
million Bond issue was our "I & I" project. For years the Sewer
Commissioneors have been aware that v?e are processing some 25% to
35% more waste water than is being billed for. This is through
leaks in our lines and illegal lines that empty into the system.
If this type of inflow/infiltration can be taken out of our
system, we can therefore process more waste that can be of a
revenue producing source to the Tov/n. Someone's cellar drain,
roof drain, sump pump, or just plain ground water is not a source
of water that v;e V'/ant to v;aste your tax dollars on, so v;e are
going to remove it once and for all.
VJe, the Sev/er Commissioners, v;ill be placing a Warrant
Article to the effect that v;e wish to v/ithdrav; from the Sewer
Department Capital Reserve Fund, $135,000. to purchase a nev7 de-
v/atering machine. Please remember, that this Capital Reserve
Fund is monies already raised by the "user" and placed in reserve
for just such reasons. This de-watering machine, when installed,
and operating, will cut down the cubic yards of materials that
the Selectmen are responsible for burying in the landfill. A
dryer product takes up less space in the landfill.
Our energy costs audit has been put into practice and what
little savings that can/will be realized have been done. We
caution all of our users that we are also av;are that should
Seabrook come on line that the resulting costs could certainly
upset our Budget for v/hatever year these costs start to appear on
our operating
budget, the same as you are going to have happen with your own
energy costs at home.
As alv/ays, our plant personnel remain a source of pride and
v/e take this time to say thank you for a job well done over the
past year. Keep up the good v/ork!
V7hy a re-run of the Bond Hearings and v/hy another Special
Town Meeting???? A Department of Revenue Form that is required
by law, V7as forgotten, it v/as not posted and the Department of
Revenue stated that our Bond issue was "non-issue". Hence the
re-run and the hassel.
In anticipation of the holes that we are going to dig in the
streets and highways of the community, v/e wish to Thank You, the
tax payer, for your indulgence and patience during this
construction period of 1985-1986. Remember, VJithout this, we
v/ould have no system and without you the customer, we would not
need the system.
The Commission takes this time to thank all appointed and
elected personnel of the Town for their cooperation over the past
year. V7ithout their help and assistance our job v/ould certainly
be a lot harder to do. We v;ant to particularly thank the Board
of Selectmen for their unwaivering support throughout the entire
year and most particularly through the support that they gave to
the Commission during the double session of the $2,500,000. Bond
issue. It was a successful struggle. Also a very big THANK YOU
to the citizens that assisted and supported us through the Bond
issue, v/e could not have done it without their assistance in the

































BIRCH HILL SEWER PROJECT:
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1983
INTEREST EARNED 1984
* BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1984
*TRANSFERED TO SEWER FUI^JD 1/2/85 PER SEWER COMMISSIONS DIRECTIVE
TOTAL 1984 INVESTMENT OF IDLE FUNDS EARNINGS $ 1,780.09
Respectfully submitted,


















































































































































* $1,301.84 voted at Town Meeting to go towards salaries
** $5,600.00 from Capital Reserve for Maple St. and Martins Ferry repairs
*•* $8,568.00 from Capital Reserve for new truck
$1,382.77 unexpended funds returned to Capital Reserve
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 1984 REPORT
Members of the Board are: Chairman, A.T. Gagnon, V-Chairman,
Paul Howe, Russell Poirier, Robert Mercer and William Carroll.
Alternate members are: Alpha Chevrette, Alonzo Houle,
Gilbert Fay, Richard Monteith and Richard Tuohy.
Mid-year the following changes v;ere made: Alpha Chevrette
v;as made a permanent member of the Board, replacing Robert
Mercer, Joan Holleran and Hugh Bulger were made Alternate
Members, replacing Alpha Chevrette and Gilbert Fay.
Regularly scheduled meetings were held the Third Tuesday of
each month at 7:30 P.M. at the Municipal Building in the Court
Room with the exception of December (no meeting was held in
December) .
During 1984, in addition to the regular meetings. Fifteen
(15) applicants were given Public Hearings before the Board,
while One (1) re-hearing was also heard.
{Pursuant to the Sand & Gravel Ordinance, regular pit
inspections were made.
The following requests were considered:
Requests Granted Denied Tabled Not Nee.
Area var. 1 1
Change of Use/Com 1
Frontage var. 5 2




S i G extention (5 years) 2
Rear yard var. 2
Side line var. 2 1
Sign var. 1 i
Special Exception 1
Trailer 2
Trailer (Sales) Cora. i
Respectfully submitted,
Claire A. Belisle, Clerk
Zoning Board of Adjustment
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TOWN CLERKS REPORT
Year Ending December 31, 1984
RECEIPTS:
NOTES:
Motor Vehicle Permits issued $837,258.00
Title Aps., and Decals 10,088.50
Dog Licenses 3,241.85
Penalties, Fines £. Board 1,317.00
Filing Fees 56.00
Vital Statistics S U.C.C.S. 3,456.50
T.V. Cable Rents 1,703.77
Total Receipts $857,121.62
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CITIZEM OF THE YEAR
EVERETT R. HARDY
Selected by the Hooksett Hen's Club
as Hooksett' s Citizen of the Year 1984
Everect is c-i life-time resident of Hooksett, and was
ecucEted at Ilooksett's flartin Corner Grammar School and 9raGueted
from Ilanchester Central High School in 1943.
He is the son of Cnarles ana Sarah Hardy, both of v/hoia were
selected as Citizen of the Year in 1961 and 1967 respectively.
Everett and his wife, Bernice have two sons, Jonathan and
Thomas.
Over the years Everett has been active in many civic, Tov;n
and community organizations. He has been a member of the Martins
Corner 4-H Club, South Hooksett Community Grange, the Canpbell
Mountain Outing Club and the Pilgrin Fellowship of the
Congregational Church. During the last years of World War 11, he
v;as a member of the South Hooksett Fire Department and an air-
craft spotter. He v/es active for many years on the Hooksett
Republican Committee and is an 18 year member of the Hooksett
Men's Club. He was a three year member of the Budget Committee
and a Sev;er Commissioner for 5 years. Everett v/as Iloderator of
the Central Hooksett Uater Precinct fora year and has been a
ITater Commissioner for fifteen years. He v;as a five year member
of the Cub Scout Pack 293 Committee, acting as Av/ards Chairman.
He is a member of the Hooksett Congregational Church and a member
of the Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil V7ar. Everett has been
Master of Ceremonies for the Citizen of the Year Av/ard for the
past 11 years. He was appointed by the Selectmen in 1980 to the
Hazardous I7aste Monitoring Committee. {His easiest job, since
there has been no v/aste to monitor!) He is a tv/enty year member
of the Hardy Family Association of America, and is a past
president and now serves as Necrologist of that organization.
When his father, Charles, v/as writing his book, Hooksett
Historical Sketches, Everett did the photography and dark-room
v;ork for the photos in the book.
Everett joined the Dictaphone Corporation in 1964 as a
Technical Representative, and moved into marketing in 1974. He
is currently Branch Manager of the Manchester Dictaphone
office.
Citizen of The Year, Everett Hardy, and his wife Bernice, being driven












Builnna ProRl Tax & War
Service Credits & Overlay
Property Taxes
lobe Raised Net Valuation























































































































$ 5.55 $ 4.48
3.00 3.42
24.77 24.78
Tax Riite Total $41.80 $48.30 $47.60 $47.50 $21.80 $123.10 $26.40 $30.70 $32.20 $33.32 $33.32
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REPORT OF THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Thank you to all citizens and contractors who have
cooperated with the Permit and Inspection process in 1984-
Building Codes and Zoning Regulations are here as a service to
all to help assure the health and welfare of your family as well
as your neighbors.
Hooksett certainly has shown evidence of a recovering
economy by the number of building permits issued. In 1984, we
had 53, 1 and 2 homes built. Commercially v;e show substantial
growth as well with 36 permits issued. The largest commercial
project is the shopping center currently underv;ay in South
Hooksett. General Electric is expanding with a 40,000 square
foot addition which is also under construction. Another business
that appears to be appreciated by many is the carwash located on
the 28 By-Pass. V7ith the recent approval of the public sewer
expansion project, I'm sure we can expect more commercial and
industrial growth in the future which, of course, v/ill benefit
all.
As some of you know, the Post Office has asked that many
areas of Town be assigned new street numbers. This renumbering
will help our Police and Fire Departments respond quickly in case
of an emergency as well as satisfy the needs of the Post Office.
As roads are renumbered and completed, we v;ill notify you by mail
of your new number. I realise this in an inconvenience, but it
is mandatory. Please bear with us.
If your planning an addition or just some minor repairs at
your home, let me know. I'll help you obtain a permit if






Single Family Homes 29
Duplexes 24
Residential Addition h Alterations 69
Commercial Buildings 19
Conmiercial Addition & Alterations 17
nisc. (chimneys, fences, signs, pools) 124
TOTAL 282
HOOKSETT PUBLIC LIBRARY
It has been a very eventful year. We are in the process of
becoming computerized, v;hich will help us to be more informed and
efficient. We were able to carpet the building with special gift
monies diminishing the noise level drastically. The staff and
Trustees were busy with meetings throughout the State, including
the Spring N.H. Library Association meeting at Colby-Sawyer
College, which six of us attended. It looks like all libraries
v/ill have to become computerized, but it is our competent staff
that make our library special. ..Fran Hebert, Pat Gate, Cathy
Rice, Bud Locke and Elwyn Haskell, who keeps the grounds so nice.
We are fortunate to serve all ages, from pre-school to
senior citizens. Cathy Rico has sixty, three and four years olds
in her four weekly story hours, with many others on a waiting
list. Fran and Pat visit Holly Berry twice a month with a wide
selection of books going back and forth. There is a big demand
for the large size print books. We have exhausted our supply and
Concord's, but have the resources of all surrounding communities.
We also offer a free service of book delivery to shut-ins. Just
call the library!
Our display case is truly a tribute to the memory of our
late Trustee, Barbara Johnson, with the display changed monthly.
If you have a collection or item of interest, v/e v/ould be pleased
to shov; it, ]ust give Fran or Pat a call.
Pat Healy replaced Lorraine Pineau as Trustee this year.
Lorraine gave many hours of hard dedicated work over the years
and we v;ere sorry to see her retire from this position.
Christmas came in June this year at the library. The
Hooksett-ites and Pat Gate set up a mitten tree v;ith 144 pair of
mittens, 5 pair of slippers , 41 hats and 2 scarves, eventually
covering the tree. Half of these were made from yarn donated.
Thanks to everyone for making this project such a warm success!
All projects went to local residents through tlie Salvation Army.
Santa, one of his elves and Frosty the Snowman came to our
Christmas party for 70 children. Honey from the Creative Circle
demonstration and its sales paid for the entertainment and small
gifts. Our beautiful outdoor decorations were through the effort
of Gerry Handley, the Chamber of Commerce and Dick Duval.
Through our friends, volunteers and organizations, your
library is a better place. Our thanks to all of you who are not
already mentioned. ..Women's Club Donation, Beatrice Bourbeau's
President Project of the VIomen's Club, the Boy Scouts for
donating a book in the memory of Leslie Avann, Girl Scouts for
decorating a Christmas Tree in our Adult room. Historical Society
for decorating a Victorian tree by the entrance, Lillian Johanson
and Nancy Babcock for their many hours of dedicated volunteer
labor, Odette Haskell who planted all the flov;ers donated by John
Jacobs of Kr. Bee's and all of those who wish to remain anonymous.
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Being the only Town building with a ramp for the
handicapped, we have about 10 groups using our facilities for
meetings. We are proud to offer this service.
17 e invite all of our citizens to drop in and use our
excellent facilities. We are here to help and serve you.
MOTE: We are Trivial Persuit Headquarters! You have the






Patricia Cate, Librarians Assistant
Arthur J. Locke
Catherine Rice
Total Books 12/31/83 15,073
Purchases and gifts 835
Withdrawals 457
















Large Print Books 185
Reference Questions 520
Patterns and Puzzles 50
Pamphlets 32







State Library and other Libraries 265
Miscellaneous 350
Total Circulation 30,247
Total Card Holders 4,310
Library Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 10 A.M.- 8 P.M.
Thursday, Friday lo A.M.- 5 P.M.















































































7,427.12 7,733.11 7 ,763.89
























Morin Trust Account Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1984
































































































OFFICERS OF THE HOOKSE_Tr SCHOOL DISTRICT
























KIKUTES OF TdE. SCHOOL DISTRICT i-I^ETIlIG
Friday ,i'ie.rch 9, 196^.,
The Hookaett School District Meeting v/ea held Friday, Xaroh 9, 193i|,
at Hooksett Memorial Junior High School to act on V/arrant Articles
one through four.
Moderator Oscar Morin, Jr. called the meeting to order at 7;10 P.M.
Mr. Morin introduced the President of the Hooksott Memorial Student
Council, Angle Twiss. She introduced her fellow officers: Lori Handley,
Secretary-Treasurer, Steve Couture, Vice President, Lisa Labonville,
Secretary-Treasurer. The Student Council Officers led those present
at the meeting in the Pledge of Allegiance zo the Flag. On behalf of
the student body Angle Twiss thanked the citizens of Kooksett for
their support.
I4r. Morln introduced the School District Clerk, Carmel Kandlej-, then
he introduced the Chairman of the Hooksett School Board, Don Riley
who introduced the other members. Leo Sack, Patricia >;orri3on: 3alph
Hutchinson and John Proctor. Moderator, Oscar rt. Morin read the preambl.
Ke then read Article #1.
1. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by ohe
School District Meeting, money from the stats, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the l98i4--35 school fiscal year provided that such expenditure
be made for such purposes for which a School Distric- nay ap-
propriate and that such expenditure not require the expenditure
of other School District funds. Further, that the School Board
hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money.
Motion to adopt Article # 1 was made by Patricia Sack, and seconded
by Janes Van Vliet. a voice vote was taken, and Article # 1 was
adopted as read.
Article 2: To see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Seventy Six Thousand Six Huncrod .ind Six
{976,606.00) to fund tho cost items related to ai. i- -.'--^is in
teachers' salaries and benefits attributable to 7,_^,; ^.i-^c-ji Col-
lective Bargaining Ac^eenient entered into by "cr.e tichocl Board
and the Hooksett Education Association for the fiscal year I9SI4-
85, such Gun of money representing the additional costs attributable
to the increase in salaries and benefits o-ver those obligations
payable under the second year of the Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment. {This is the third year of a three year contract ). (reconi-
mended)
Motion to adopt Article # 2 was made by Don Riley, and seconded by
Loo Sack. Article # 2 was adopted as read.
Article },: To see if the District will vote to raise
appropriate and expend the ariount of Thirty-Five Hhcu
c and
proprj-tii- a sA a i-iie ui:iuu u i xn ri- r - sand
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HOOJiSSTT SCMOOL DISTRICT I-EE
March 9, 1961]. - page 2
in both elemer-tory schools. This orr.ount dobs not include any
transportation costs ['by petition).
Motion to adopt Article ^ 3 was made by Don Deaudette, and seconded
by Pan Blaiadall, The kindergarten wac not recGiri,-nendod ot the school
board. After many questions , &7,5v;ors and discussicn, Mc.crator,
Oscar A. rrorin, Jr. called for a voice vote. The results of che voice
vote was questionable so the Mcdoretor called for a standing vote.
The article was adopted as road. YES 165 NO 126
Article 4: To see what sun of noney the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools^ for the payment
of salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents
other than benefit and salary increases to teachers, and for the
payiiient of statutory obligations of the District.
Don Riley noved to adopt tho 1961,-1965 budget in the amour, i; of
$3j93G»Q61 .00. Johri Proctor secondad the motion. This aznount includes
warrant articles 2 and 3. Brief discussion followed. Buc^st was
voted in the affiriTia:;ive by voice vote, and Articlgj? L vac"adopted
in the amoiint of $3,930,661.00.
At the conclusion of the meeting, Chairman of the Hooksett School
Board, Don Riley, presented outgoing board meniber Leo Sack with u
commemorative plaque for his 12 years of dedicated scT'vice to the
District.
Mr. Morin called for a motion to ejourn the meeting. Lowell Apple
so moved and it was seconded by V.'illiam Fongeallaz, The ir.oderator
declared the meeting closed at 8:10 P.M.
Respectfully submitted,




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SaiOOL WARRANT FOR ELECTION OF OFFICERS
To the Inhabitants of the School District, In the Toim of Hooksett,
New Hampshire, qualified to vote In District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hooksett Memorial School,
in said District, on the twelfth day of March, 1985, at six o'clock
in the morning, to act upon the folloi-ring subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3- To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
The polls will remain open from six o'clock in the raoming until
seven o'clock in the afternoon and as much longer thereafter as the
voters of the school district, at the beginning of the meeting, may
vote.
Given under our hands and seal this day of February, 1985.









March 13, 1 961|
The polls were opened at 6:00 A.M. and closed at 7:00 ?.::. by
Town Koderator, John W, Hanrahan. The School District baZ.iots
wore counted by Lov.oll Apple, I{onry ao;'j Slcnoy Biir.os, J.-hn
Proctor, Ralph Hutchinson and Ja-T.c^ Oliver.
The counting of ballots was finished and the ballots sealed
at 7:50 P.M.
A total of 587 ballots were cast.
Results of the School District election were as follows:
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS - Three year terms - two elected. '.;
Robert L. Cisler 211
Gary A. Kandley 237 *
Deborah M, Idzelis 156
Patricia Morrison 383 -::-
TREASURER - One year term
Henry L. Roy 53^
CLERK - One year term
Carnel V. Handley 66 (write-ins)
MODERATOR - One year terra
Oscar A. Morin, Jr. 514-1
A scattering of write-in votes for various offices were also received.
Mr. Korin took oath of office froci Town Moderator, John W. Karjahan.
Henry L. Roy and Carmel V. Handley took oath of office fro3i School
District Moderator, Oscar A. Morin Jr.
Gary A. Handley and Patricia Morrison will take oath of office shortly.
At 8:14.5 a recount of the School Board ballots was reqae.'^ted by
Robert L. Cisler. Moderator, Oscar A. Korin, Jr. appoir.ted Frank
Gray as Clerk and the ballots were re-counted by Leo Sac;c and John
Proctor. The re-co\int was raonitcred by l-lr. Cisler.
Results of the countlne of the ballots were as follows:
SCHOOL BOARD
Robert L. Cisler 209
Gary A. Handley 237
Deborah M. Idzelis I56
Patricia Morrison 382
Mr. Morin asked Mr. Cisler if he was satisfied wit'i the re-co-^.t
Mr. Cisler answered yes. Mr. Morin announced that the re-countdid no„ affect and change the position of the first countinj? ofthe ballots. The Moderator then declared the meeting adjourned
Respectfully submitted,




HOOKSETT SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, IN THE TOWN OF
HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hooksett Memorial School
,
in said District, on the eighth day of March, 1985, at
seven o ' clock in the evening, to act upon the following subjects :
1. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action by the School District Meeting , -money from the state
,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the 1985-86 school fiscal year pro-
vided that such expenditure be made for purposes for which a
School District may appropriate money and that such expenditure
not require the expenditure of other School District funds
.
Further, that the School Board hold a public hearing prior to
accepting and spending such money.
2
.
To choose one Hooksett voter to serve as a member of
the Auburn-Candia-Hooksett School Districts Staff Development
Committee for two years
.
3. To see if the voters will support the continuation of
the initiative taken by the Hooksett School Board , prompted by
increased prohibitive costs combined with increased enrollment
projections , to investigate alternative high school placements
for students from the Hooksett School District to ensure a
quality educational program for its students. Said investiga-
tion will appear in the form of a report to the Hooksett School
Board on or before February 1, 1986,
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money to fund the cost items related to
an increase in teachers salaries and benefits attributable to
the Collective Bargaining Agreement being entered into by the
Hooksett School Board and the Hooksett Education Association
for the 1985-86 fiscal year. Such sum of money represents the
additional costs attributable to an increase in salaries and
benefits over those obligations payable under the prior
Collective Bargaining Agreement. (This article will be acted
upon only if a Collective Bargaining Agreement has been
achieved and the sum of money -needed to fund such cost items
is therefore known before the Annual District Meeting).
5. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials
and agents other than benefit and salary increases to teachers
,
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
HOOKSETT SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1985 page 2











HOOKSETT SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
Another year has passed since the last report of the Hooksett
School Board. In that year, some youngsters have entered school
for the first time, others have graduated from high school and still
others have moved from elementary school to junior high school. For
these youngsters it has not been "just another year." This has been
a year of milestones for them. It is the same every year. ... so it
is never "just another year." That each year is significant for
our students is the attitude all of the members of the board, all
of the administrators and all staff members have in mind in serving
the school district. The principals' reports elsewhere in this
Town Report indicate the specific information relating to each of
our three schools.
As this report is being written, the budget proposed by the
school board, exclusive of wage considerations, represents an
increase of less than 6% over the previous budget. At this time
it is not anticipated that any budget deficit warrants will be
sought at the district meeting.
In the past few months the board has received a demographics
report which indicates at least moderate growth in the next few
years for Hooksett. This moderate growth will mean an increase in
the number of students in the district. The school board is
considering appropriate approaches and plans in order to accommodate
this growth. Class size and available classrooms in the district
will be reaching marginal limits in the not too distant future
.
Tuition for high school students continues to climb and is
rapidly approaching $3,000. per student. A committee has been
appointed to study the future needs of the district with a view
toward making the best use of district resources
.
Your board continues to meet the first and third Tuesdays of
the month and we encourage all residents to attend board meetings.
We appreciate the interest and service of the many volunteers who
serve in the many capacities related to the school district. We






Carrr • Plodzik • Sanderson
accountants £f auditors
A, Bruce Cam, C.P.A.
Stephen D Plodzik. P. A.
Robert E Sanderson, P A
j[
193 North Main Street
I' Concord. New Hampshire 03301
I;
Telephone 603 225-6996
ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of Che School Board
Hooksett School District
Hooksett, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining fund and
account group financial statements of the Hooksett School District as of and
for the year ended June 30, 1984 , as listed in the accompanying table of
contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances
.
As described in Note IB, the combined financial statements referred to above
do not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset group of
accounts , which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles
.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset group of
accounts results in an incomplete presentation as explained in the above
paragraph , the combined financial statements and the combining fund and
account group financial statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of the Hooksett School District at June 30, 198A and the
results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with
that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined
financial statements taken as a whole. The combining fund and account group
financial statements and supplemental schedules listed in the table of
contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the combined financial statements of the Hooksett School
District. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the examination of the combined financial statements and , in our
opinion is stated fairly in all material respects in relation to the combined




SECTION 1 1 APPROVED
j











1000 INSTRUCTION x«««..xx»xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
1100 Regular Programs 2.06R,f;fi4 ?,?s?,q?s 2,220,7681
1
62.167
1200 Special Programs BPR.fiR'^ 47n,fi.^7 426.637 50.000
1300 Vocattonat Programs
1400 Omer Inslruclional Programs iR,?pq ?n,t^?R 18,575 1.950
1600 Adull Continuing Education i;n
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
2100 Pupit Services xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX






1 3fi,4qn ' 1il'??p' 34,.-'78
2130 Healtn
1
?l,.?4fi ' II 99 loa 77,398
2140 Psycnological Ifi.lfii lfi,'fi57i 16, 6-^7
2150 Soeecn Path & Auoioiogy ?C\,M^ ! ?? 3qqi 7?,?qq
1
2190 Other Pupil Services 77, '^t)'^ ' I 1?,7fi7! 1T,7fi7 il
1
II
2200 Instructional Staf! Services xxxxxxxxxxxxx , xx.x.xx.xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx |i xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2210 Improvement of Instruction 5.700
t
4,qsni 7 R=;7 ! 1 2 nq? I
2220 Educational Media 60.504 7fi,qqi 7?'4qi 1 I'l^nn j





2300 General Adminislration xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx h XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX




2310 All Other Obiects 27,180 1 27,654 77,654
' 2320 Ollice of Superintendent xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
' 2320 351 SAU fvlanagement Serv 103,065 i ioq,Rq3l inq,Rq?
1 2320 All other Obiects
1
1 2330 Special Area Adm Services
i
2390 Other Gen Adm Services 600 1,000! i.nnn
1
2400 School Administration Services 211.270 ?iq,ovj 7nR ^47 in 4qn
2500 Business Services xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
2520 Fiscal
I
2540 Operation & Mamt of Plant ?4Q,0:i3 251.992' 250. qq7 1,000
2550 Pupil Transportation iqi,4nfi 199.815 199. RT^
25-0 Procurement
2590 Other Business Services
1
2600 Managerial Services T,snn
2900 Other Support Services 32,048 37 n4R
,
3000 COMMUNITIES SERVICES 50 25 75
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST 135.050 I 251 75 1
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5100 Debi Service xxxxxxxxxxxxx 1 xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5100 830 Prtncipa ?n,nno J ?n nnn 30,000
5100 840 Interest
3 , 3Rn : 1 2 2?nl 1 7,770
5200 Fund Transfers xxxxxxxxxxxxx 1 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5220 To Federal Protects Fund j 7.500
i
74,674 74,674
5240 To Food Service Fund 1 142.559 159,676 isq fi7fi
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund j 75.000 • 25,000 25.000
1122 Deficit Appropriation
SuDpiemenial Approortalion
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS ' 3,9.3(Ua6J^ 4,120,541 3,988.541 132.000
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ESTIMATED REVENUES
SECTION II REVISED SCHOOL BOARDS BUDGET
REVENUES A CREDITS AVAILABLE








770 Unreservea Fund Balance 66.419 1 1 1 1
3000 Revenue From Slate Sources xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxjxx :
' 3110 Foundation Aid r
' 3120 Sweeosiaxes PT.fiqq ?:i,7nn ?T,7nn :
j
3130 Incentive Aid |
1 !
i 31^0 Foster Cnifdren 1
! 3210 Scnool Building Aid u.qfis
j
15.150 15,150 :
-' 3220 Area Vocational Scnooi
i
3230 Driver Educairon ^,nnn
;
3.000 1 nnn i
32-iO HandicaoDea Aid in? ifi? in7.?no 107.700 1 !
3250 Adult Education 1
i
1
3270 Child Nutrition |
1
!








1 1 1 j
4000 Revenue From Federal Source 1 xxxxxxxxxxxxx ' XXXXXXXXXXXXXIXX .
441C ^u ECIA Chaoter I/Chaoter 11 '\ 7,500
;
^1,fi74 1 11,574 '
4430 Vocational Education 'i i ; 1
4J50 Adult Education
1
446G Child Nutrition Proaram ?fi,nnn ; 36, nnn 36.000
4470 Handicapped Program n ,nnn < 43_nnn 1 43,000 : ..
Otner q.i,'Ron : 1 i 1
! 1
i
5000 Olfter Sources xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
!
" XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5220 Trans. From Cap- Protects Fund Il • .
5230 Trans. From Cap Reserve Fund 1 !






i ii 1 ^
1 1000 Local Rev. otner than Taxes ' xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
1 1300 Tuition ?n.ooo ' 70, nnn 70, nnn i :
1500 Earnings On Investments 1 5.000 ! 5 nnn 5.000 1 )
' 1700 Pupil Activities Driver Ed. 1 5,000
!
R^nnn 1 5.000 1 1
O'fiB' / Bus Fai-ps/Rpnt ! ?7,05n
1





1 or?i '^rhnol 1 iinrh i 84.163 ' 101.775 101,276 i i
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES 4 CREDITS i 499.761 : 1 413,050 413,050 :
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 3.431.100 ! 3 .707.491 3 .575.491 1
TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 1 3,930,861 4.170.541 ^.988.541 1 '
(School portion of the Business Profits Tax S 162 ^6R3. to be applied
to the District Assessment whe'n computing the School Tax Rate 1
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT




SCHEDULE OF DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
June 30, 1984
Amount of Original Issue


















March 15 and September 15
New England Merchants




Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest
$10,000 $850 $20,000 $3,690 $30,000 $4,540
10,000 510 20,000 2,870 30,000 3,380
10,000 170 20,000 2,050 30,000 2,220
20,000 1,230 20,000 1,230
20,000 410 20,000 410
June 30, 19 84
June 30, 1985
June 30, 19 8 6
June 30, 1987
$30,000 $1,530 $100,000 $10,250 $130,000 $11,780
A-9
Form F4 NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION Hooksett-GenEral Fund
COMPUTER & STATISTICAL SERVICES
Please follow the CONCORD District
accompanying in-
stnjctions carefully.
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
FiscalYearJuly 1.t9_8^june30, ^9M
Return Original to Stale Department of Education Priorto July 15,
SUMMARY
CashonHand July 1. 19^ (Treasurer's bank balance) b8jI4_7._42
—
Received from Selectmen (Include only amounts actually received!
. . 3,244,265.00
Current Appropnation . —I !
Deticil Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from Stale Sources 153,349.32
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions 19_j_82Q . 62
Received as income from Tmst Funds
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds ( Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources 177,831.56
TOTAL RECEIPTS 3.595.266.50
TOTALAMOUNTAVAILABLEFOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts) 3^653,413. 92^_
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 3 ,575 ^9a8_._12_
BALANCEON HAND JUNE 30, 19 84iTreasufer's Bank Balance) 77.425.^60_
July 13 ,B_84 <^ ^ ^ J^ /{^^ ^_^t^iici TreSsurer_^i..—
-
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE , "/^ //^
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and other fihancial records o(,Jb^reasj(er of the
school district of of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19 . and find them correct in all respects.
FormF4 NEW HAfWIPSHtRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION u , ^^ , u r ^
„, , „ , COMPUTER & STATISTICAL SERVICES
Hooksett- Lunch Fund
Please follow the CONCORD District
accompanying in-
structions carefully.
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1 . i9A3o June 30. 19,85
Retum Original to State Department of Education Prior to July 15.
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, t9_S3 (Treasurer's bank balance) 1?,6?3.42
Received from Selectmen (Include only amounts actually received)
Current Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation ^
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources 38,814.00
Received from Tuitions
Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds iPrincipal only)
Received from (^pital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources 91,910.91
TOTAL RECEIPTS 13fl,.Z24.91
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and ReceiptsI ^ 143,348.33
_
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 136,948.33
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30. 19^ Treasurer's Bank Balance) 6,400.00 .
July 15, iB_84 CWy,. -^ J /) -^
^..--^istfict Treasurgt-ji"^-^
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE /y /^y^
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and other financial records cfrlhe treasurer of the
school district of of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19__ and find them correct in all respects.
GIVE DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS ON OTHER SIDE GIVE DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS ON OTHER SIDE
A-10
3l?ERINTEM^E^:T'S REPORT
As a continuation of the Management by Objective System for the four
districts of Auburn, Candia, Hooksett and Raymond, the follavlng object-
ives were adopted for the 196i'~85 school year by the S.A.U. Hl^ Board:
* to develop a guide for Annual School District
Meeting
* to coordinate the i-nplementation of a marketing
plan which will provide each district with the
opportunity to iirprove their public relation
skills
* to direct the ongoing cuiriculum identification
and review process for the 198^-85 school year
* to irplement a teacher supervision model which
vrould be consistent with the nanagement by
objectives philosophy
* to develop a Classified Employee Handbook.
Serving with me to meet the above objectives were tvio new
administrators to S.A.U. #15; Mr. Carl Batchelder, Assistant
SiuTjerintendent for Instruction and Special Education and Dr. Kenneth
Severson, Assistant Superintendent for Business and Finance.
Mr. Batchelder holds a Master's Degree in Education from Plymouth
State College. Prior to his ^pointment at S.A.U. #15 he served as
principal in Nottingham, New Hampshire and more recently in Brookfield,
r5assachusetts. His background In the educational field is exter.sive,
and since his appointment Mr. Batchelder has supervised the various
phases of tlie Iiisti'uctional and Special Education arsas in the central
office.
Dr. Severson earned his Master's Eegree in Educational Administration
from Columbia University, and conpleted his Doctoral program at Nova
University, Florida, majoring in Educational Administration, Dr. Severson
has served as Superintendent of the Rutland-V/indsor, Vennont, Euper'.'isory
IMion School District and as principal of other Vermont schools during
his career in education.
Dr. Severson is responsible for the numerous duties related to
Business and Finance at S.A.U. #15.
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
HOOKSETT SCHOOL DISTRICT
The Hooksett School District recognizes the importance of the
educational administrator' s role in leadership for learning. In an
effort to more effectively utilize the leadership skills of building
principals in each of our schools, a revised teacher supervision
process has been initiated. Teacher supervision now involves three
components: establishment of professional improvement objectives,
formative classroom observations, and summative yearly teacher
evaluation. This teacher supervision model will assist the district
in meeting the primary objectives of teacher evaluation which is
improvement of the educational process.
Funding for ECIA Chapter I programs was decreased to the extenx
that two classroom aide positions as well as two home coordinators
were eliminated. However, children who participate are still
provided with a most effective program which has a strong emphasis
on parent involvement.
The New Hampshire Department of Education's minimum standards
for public schools involving grades kindergarten through eight,
requires that school districts provide the services of certified
library staff. In an effort to comply with these standards, a
Media Specialist has been hired to coordinate the library programs
for each of the three Hooksett schools.
To assure that out-of-district placements of our handicapped
students are properly monitored and managed, a Coordinator of Special
Services has been hired by the district. This Coordinator addresses
special education issues in general for Hooksett on a part-time basis.
The Hooksett School Board employed a consultant to analyze the
present insurance coverage for the Hooksett School District. Specifi-
cations were drawn up and put out to bid, which resulted in considerable
savings with increased coverage.
Hooksett received an energy conservation grant of $93,300. This
was used to replace some of the walls of windows at the Memorial
School, Village School, and the Underhill School. In addition, a
large section of the roof at the Memorial School was replaced
with a rubber membrane roof over extensive insulation.
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HOOKSETT SCHOOL DISTRICT page 3
A federal inspector from the Environmental Protection Agency
inspected the Underhill and Village Schools to check for asbestos.
None could be found.
We welcome Mr. "Bob Suprenant , who began his term as principal
at Hooksett Memorial School in September. Mr. Suprenant oversees
all district transportation and works with the school staff as they
assist the junior high students in making decisions about their
secondary education, along with other numerous responsibilities
as administrator of the district.
The Hooksett Computer Education Program has made signi " .- 't
strides during the past several years. I personally view ti \-
as a most important aspect of the educational program being c:f' ed
to students in our school system.
The Underhill School is currently being served by the Tov;n of
Hooksett sewer system, which has alleviated many of the problems
that the district has experienced over the past years.
The Hooksett School Board is currently reviewing their Policy
Manual as it relates to the operation of the Hooksett School system.
As one of the long range planning directives, the School Board
appointed a Committee to review the secondary school status in the
district. This has come about due to the uncertainty of the
Manchester School system, along with a decreasing enrollment v;hich
has resulted in a tremendous impact on the education of our high
school students
.
I wish to thank the Hooksett School Board members, citizens of
the community, the Hooksett School administrators, and all school










K. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S.E. Total 9-12 Total
1962-63 92 73 87 71 77 07 74 62 ( 600) 211 811
1963-64 108 87 77 98 67 73 73 62 ( 645) 224 869
1964-65 107 103 87 80 95 62 77 77 ( 688) 228 916
1965-66 120 94 93 93 71 90 60 73 ( 694) 230 934
1966-67 120 114 106 91 96 73 91 61 ( 752) 234 986
1967-68 143 124 110 106 96 101 80 97 ( 857) 236 1093
1968-69 132 134 128 109 112 97 106 78 9 ( 905) 270 1175
1969-70 150 120 127 125 106 111 103 104 20 ( 966) 290 1256
1970-71 161 136 119 129 125 112 121 105 17 (1025) 311 1336
1971-72 143 122 134 111 138 121 118 125 15 (1027) 355 1382
1972-73 129 133 119 134 107 139 126 116 23 (1026) 350 1376
1973-74 127 122 136 125 135 107 142 125 20 (1039) 371 1410
1971-75 118 100 122 143 127 134 106 139 22 (1011) 394 1405
1975-76 137 109 100 124 149 123 139 107 19 (1007) 390 1397
1976-77 135 119 103 100 124 149 123 142 11 (1006) 386 1392
1977-78 J 36 124 112 109 102 112 151 121 19 ( 989) 418 1407
1978-79 108 125 113 109 103 91 126 147 13 ( 935) 478 1413
1979-80 125 96 131 116 115 104 93 125 16 ( 921) 421 1345
1980-81 112 95 96 113 108 100 101 85 56 ( 806) 425 1291
1981-82 118 98 107 101 117 125 105 116 17 ( 904) 426 1330
1982-83 111 90 96 102 112 116 128 105 16 ( 876) 394 1270









83 95 97 110 117 5 C914) 345 1259
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HOOKSETT SCHOOL DISTRICTS
ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SETOrCCE REPORT - I983 - 198i)




































Students who received immunizations 48
Administered Doses of Prescribed Medications 2,015
First Grade Registration -Health Screenings - April 2-6
Pre-school Vision and Hearing Screening Program for


































































Barbara Cliff, R.N. Carol Webster, R.N. A-14
HOOKSETT VILLAGE SCHOOL
Another year has passed and I am amazed at where the time has gone. The first bell
rings in August and the children and teachers enter the school fresh and eager to take
part in the educational process after a long, restful summer. It seems as though we
just get going and the holidays are upon us, then February vacation, spring vacation
and, presto, June is here.
Like other professions and businesses, the demands on one's time is so great that it
only seems that the time has passed in the "wink of an eye". In reality, being absorbed
in a vast maze of projects is what keeps the time flying. Along with having as a major
responsibility the education of the children, the teachers and staff are involved in
developing curriculum, identifying and coding handicapped children, preparing curriculum
on a weekly and daily basis, identifying students who need a change of program,
implementing the computer into the classroom, meeting to set up and design a smooth
running Accountability Program, administering achievement and group ability tests,
identifying students who need individual testing, taking courses and workshops to
maintain certification, working on committees that are formed to help the school
perform smoothly and on and on..,._ -
The most important objective during the school year is to make sure each student
progresses educationally as far along the academic spectrum as he/she can. The teachers
b^in each year with information that indicates where each child is in reading,
mathematics, science, social studies, etc., and from that point work to assure each
child in their respective classroom, receives the opportunity to develop to their full
potential. There are special programs that we use when appropriate. These programs
range from the resource room to special reading instruction to Chapter I, from Gifted
and Talented, to Emotional Handicapped, to individualized tutoring by peers, to use
of the computers throughout the school. Each prc^ram is set up to help students use
their full potential.
This year's achievement and accountability testing confirms that the programs at the
school are working. The achievement testing, given to grades one, two, three five,
and six, is designed to measure a child's growth from one year to the next. The hope
is that each child will be at or close to their grade level in achievement each year.
The accountability test, given in grade four, is to measure each student's basic
competencies in a given subject area.
The following is a summary of this year's test results:
The first grade class is made up of 44 students, the average score for each student
in grade one was at the second grade, fifth month. This means that, on the average,
each student in grade one scored seven months ahead of their actual grade placement.
The second grade class is made up of 37 students, the average score for each student
in grade two vvas at the third grade, fourth month. This means that, on the average,
each student scored six months ahead of their actual grade placement-
The third grade class is made up of 42 students, the average score for each student in grade
three was at the fourth grade, seventh month. This means that, on the average, each
student in grade three scored nine months ahead of their actual grade placement.
The fifth grade class is made up of 49 students, the average score for each student
in grade five was at the sixth grade, second month. This means that, on the average,
each student in grade five scored four months ahead of their actual grade placement.
The sixth grade class is made up of 53 students, the average score for each student
in grade six was at the seventh grade, third month. This means that, on the average,
each student in grade five scored five months ahead of their actual grade placement.
The fourth grade class is made up of 45 students, the average score for each student
in grade four was 81% in Language Arts, 84% in mathematics, 85% in social studies
and 5,0 on the writing sample, (To pass a student needs 70% on the academic subjects
and a 4-0 on the writing sample,)
I would be remiss if I did not mention the fine job that the P,T.A. has done this year.
This organization has always been a strong partner with the schooL The programs
they have helped finance or put in place over the years cannot be truly measured.
I would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank all the members for their dedicated
service.
As a total school, I think the Village is second to none. Over the years I have had
many outside professionals come into the school and indicate to me the warm and
caring attitudes that they feel upon entering the building. This attitude is a combined
effort by every single person within the building. The teachers, the cooks, the janitors,
the librarian, the nurse, the aides, the secretary who care very much about your children,
They give of themselves, not because it is their job but because it is their way. We
are very fortunate to have people who care, we also know that you, the parents, grand-
parents, aunts, uncles and public, as a whole, care. That is why the students at the





HOOK SETT, N H
Hool'sett Memorial School h3.C a uerv successful 1 9 8 3 - 1 9 8 <l year during
wh ich the school received Tuany awa rds. In February. Hooksett HeTnorial wa s
chosen bv an evaluation c oTnmi ttee to reoresent the state of New Hampshire in
the National Secondary School Recoonition Program.
Our math team caotured first clace in the reaional Mathcounts competition
and third olace in the state comDetition. These events were soonsored by the
New Enal^ind Association of Professional Enaineers.
Our draftina students dominated the orizes in the New Hamoshire
Immun isation Brochure Desian Contest for iunior and senior high schools. On
Awa rds Dav. June 7.1984 the Secretary of Health and Welfare, Svlvio Dupuis.
came to Hoolcsett Memorial to present first, second, and third prizes and four
out of seven honorable mentions to our students. The remaining nrizes went to
students fr om other senior high schools
Both the boys snd oirls athletic teams did eKceptionally well in their
resDective leaoues causing our trophv case to be "buistino at the seams "
Mrs. Gossslir, a member of the Hooksett Memorial faculty was awarded a
full 5choI=. rshiD for s umme r study at the University of Montreal in recognition
of her enthusiasm and dedication in the teaching of the French language and
culture
The annual administration of the Stanford Achievement Test (advanced
level) oroduced the following results:
2 B% - above averaae
65 7o - average
7% - below average
All of the above achievements result from the hard work and cooperation
of faculty, students and oarents The Hooksett taxpayers can be very proud of

















































Resource Room Jonathan Frazier
Social Studies Susan Hart
French/Reading Susan Howe
Resource Room Ann McGuiggan




































































































































John M. St .Jean



























FRED C. UNDERHILL SCHOOL
1983-84 SCHOOL REPORT
Fred C. Underbill School
1983-8"4 School Report
Page 2
The 1983-81* school year was another productive and busy year at the Fred C.
Underhill School. Your children again, as in previous years, scored above
the national norm on the Stanford Achievement Test.
The year's major thrusts were:
1. The research into the feasibility of a kindergarten in the Hooksett
School District and the eventual development of a kindergarten
program
.
2. The research and development of a new report card instrument to
meet the needs of the Hooksett parents/guardians, students and
teachers. This document was implemented with the first marking
period of the 1984-85 school year.
3. The review of the reading curriculum and adoption of an updated
reading series for the 1984-85 school year.
4. The review and updating of the math curriculum which was done
during the release days.
As stated earlier, it was a busy year with the ongoing activities of a student
council with all grade levels represented and an active Parent Teacher
Organization under the leadership of Timothy Sweeney. This group provided
the school with a number of activities such as a Mother/Son Banquet, Father/
Daughter Ball, Candidates Night, Ice Cream Smorgasborg/Open House and
report card conferences, to name but a few activities they coordinated. The
P.T.O. purchased a major piece of playground apparatus (Swedish Gym Set), the
new stage backdrop and curtains, audio visual equipment and assumed the
financial responsibility for all the classroom parties and the annual field
day.
Two major activities were the Second Bi-Annual Handicapped Awareness Day which
received both newspaper and television attention. The entire staff should be
commended for this worthwhile activity, but especially Mrs. Lou Goodman and
Mrs. Lee Goodwin for the coordination of the day.
The other major activity was our first Spirit Week which was held in Hay.
It not only gave us the opportunity to showcase our academic strength through
the first Underhill-Bowl, but also recognized our grandparents with their
day at the school and a balloon launch. He were also able to honor a famous
alumna, Corrine Lucier, Hiss New Hampshire.
A number of staff members left for various reasons during the year and 1 would
like to thank them for their time and support of your children: Mrs. Mary
Danielson, Mrs. Diane Coghlan, Hiss Barbara Bills, Mr. Dan Donegan, Mrs. Beth
Randazzo, Hr. Donald Beaudette , Mrs. Connie NepveiijHrs. JoAnn Cline and
Hr, Edward Nadeau, who passed away last year.
Since this nation's earliest days, American schools have been treasured as basic
to the strength and survival of our democratic form of government- Recently,
this concern for our system of public education has been evidenced in numerous
wide-ranging reports, many of them critical of the schools and calling for
widespread reforms. Too many students, several of the reports suggested, leave
the classroom unprepared either to sustain themselves or to help sustain our
society.
While elementary schools have escaped much of this criticism, the obvious fact is that
the classroom performance of high school students depends to a significant degree
on whether they acquire a strong foundation for future learning and productivity
during the period between kindergarden and the sixth grade. In short, there is
a connection between success in high school, in college, and In life... and the
provision of solid academic preparation by a quality elementary school.
But, what makes such a school? I believe one only needs to look at the
Fred C. Underhill School for the answer. There they will find a total staff;
teachers, aides, cooks, secretary, librarian, custodian, nurse and traffic
guard, committed to the children of the school. One would find children who
look forward to attending school due to the ever-challenging and stimulating
environment and sensitivity of the staff to their needs.
One could not overlook the role of the parents and/or guardians of the students
at the Underhill School. They are always there to support the programs and needs
of the school. They are demanding when the children's education is concerned,
and they want to know what is happening and why it is happening, which is the
way it should be.
There is a close working relationship and rapport between the school and
the other town departments, especially the fire and police departments and
the library, that benefits the children and their education.
Last, but not least, the curriculum is constantly being scrutinized and
revised to meet the changing times and needs of the Hooksett students.
In a nutshell, as I have stated before, "Education is alive and well at the
Fred C. Underhill School", and I am proud to be a part of It.
Marc A. Boyd, Principal
Fred C. Underhill School
November 1984
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HOOKSETT SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
HOOKSETT DISTRICT NO. 15 - 1983 - 84
FRED C. UNDERHILL SCHOOL
1983-84
Cash on hand July 1, 1983 $12,623-42
Income from lunches (children) 56,574.06
Paid 4 Reduced
Income from Federal/State Marc Boyd
reimbursements 38,814.00 Barbara Hill
District General Fund 20,000.00
Interest on N.O.W. Account 1,030.19
Other Income - Millc & AlaCarts 11,341.66




Labor 69.453-26 Suzanne Campbell
Food 61,659.67 Diane Coghlan
Expendables
Other - (Nev; Equipment
2,543.39 Sharon Dugas
& Recairs) 3,292.01 Olga Haveles




MEALS SERVED DURING SCHOOL YEAR Karen Roy
Children Rq .934 Nadine Saunders
Adult 2 '62^ Lou Stymeist














































SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT NO. 15
SALARIES
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84
Number of half days in session
Total District Enrollment
Percent of Attendance





Superintendent of Schools' salary breakdown by district share


















Assistant Superintendent of Schools' salary breakdown by district


















Assistant Superintendent of Schools' salary breakdown by district

























HOOKSETT RECYCLING HOOKSETT YOUTH ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Did you receive a notice with your last tax bill requesting
that you eliminate newspaper, glass, etc, from your weekly
garbage pick-up? Do you know v;hat to do with those "non-garbage"
items?
Union Waste at 87 Union Street, Manchester, will pay you
approximately SI. 00 for every pound of newspapers, 5.75 per 100
pounds of cardboard and S.22 per pound of aluminum cans. If it
isn't worth the trip to you, you can take your newspapers, glass
and aluminum cans to the Hooksett Recycling Center which is
located on the left side of Memorial School and is open 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. It is coordinated entirely by volunteers
who ask your continued cooperation in tying, bagging or boxing
your newspapers, separating your bottles by color (caps removed),
and crushing your aluminum cans (no tin cans, please). Over the
past 5 years, over 271,000 pounds of recyclable goods have thus
been diverted from the landfill. This has saved the Town over
51,000. in landfill costs in addition to contributing money to
some needs of the community.
In addition to saving landfill costs, recycling prolongs the
life of the landfill and provides income from the sale of
recycled products. In Hooksett, this income has been contributed
to Science Camp Scholarships, the schools, the library, the
Salvation Army and the Forest Society.
The committee wishes to thank the Highway Department for
their continuing assistance and the Hooksett citizens who have






The purpose of the HYAA is to provide the youth of Hooksett
with a program of athletic recreational activities. Any Hooksett
youth may participate in the activities and any resident over the
age of 18 may become a member of the HYAA.
1984 was a banner year for the Hooksett Youth Athletic
Association. With the help of numerous volunteers, HYAA offered
more programs to more of the youth of Hooksett than ever before.
The football and soccer programs both did very well with one of
our Junior Football teams v/orking their v;ay to the N.H. State
Finals. The soccer teams fielded nearly one hundred players in
its first year of existance. Both the boys and girls basketball
programs liao a successful year with several teams, representing
Hooksett, appearing in open tournaments. The baseball and soft
ball programs provided exciting competition to all those
participating
.
The HYAA wishes to thank all our sponsors, volunteers and
Bingo Committee for their assistance in making our programs a
success. This year, in cooperation v;ith the Hooksett Parks and
Recreation Commission, v;e are attempting to expand and improve
the athletic playing fields. The HYAA believes strongly that in
a Town our size, with the number of programs to be offerred and
the increasing numbers of boys and girls attempting to
participate, it is essential that Hooksett enlarge and improve
the existing facilities. We request your support, as the end
result v/ill benefit everybody in the long run.
The HYAA is governed by a nine person, elected Board of
Directors, chosen from the general membership. Open meetings are
held on the second Tuesday of each month at 7:30 P.M. at the
Memorial Junior High School, to which everybody is welcome.
HYAA BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Peter Farwell, Chairman
Jane Regnier Ray Juneau
Sue Vincent Hugh Bulger
June Orzechov;ski Dave Smalley
Jim Oliver Jack Murphy
Stan Urban Gayle Wolfe, Treasurer
Carol Oliver, Secretary
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REPORT OF THE POLICE COHIIISSIOM
The Hooksett Police Department has v;orked v;ith a dedication
to fulfill the law enf ortienient needs of the Town for the year
1984 and stayed within the limits if its budget. It has
fulfilled the responsibility of professional enforcement of State
and local laws, maintaining order, preventing criminal activities
and providing protection of life and property. To accomplish
this, the department has carried out a program of recruiting and
training of nev; officers, provided an ongoing training for all
current personnel and have provided the equipment needed to carry
out the duties of the department.
Some of the specific highlights of 1984, included the
following
:
The Hooksett Police Department was instrumental in solving
a bizarre murder case that took place in the Town and through
their expertise in investigative efforts were able to bring about
convictions and sentencing of those involved.
A barricaded suspect situation.
The apprehension of two suspects who had committed 21 crimes in
an IB day period within the Sherwood Forest area.
Two fatal accidents.
The department also conducted 33 lectures or demonstrations
dealing with D.W.I, prevention, drug and alcohol abuse, child
safety, personal indent if ication and traffic safety programs.
Many other more routine investigations and activities v;ere also
completed.
The challenges for the department for the future concerns
Hooksett's residential and commercial growth. In 1984, 265
building permits and 19 commercial permits were issued. One
large shopping center is under construction and tv;o others are
planned. Also, a large computer company has plans for a major
development. These are all considered as a healthy grov;th to the
Town, but will put a tremendous strain on the department. To
handle the increase in traffic and influx of v;ork personnel, we
must emphasize the need for the grov;th of the department, because
of the knowledge that it takes at least a year of training
before a nev/ officer can be of benefit to the department. Our
hopes are that we can plan to build our department for the future
now. Adequate lav; enforcement is important in attracting and
keeping new residents and and businesses.
The department goals for the coming year are to continue to
provide a high level of service, to look forward to a reduction
in the number of accidents, to carry a stricter DWI inforcement
program ,to reduce the opportunity for criminal activity, and to
continue to provide a rapid response to citizen calls for
assistance. Plans are to initiate a crime prevention program
involving citizens who v;ish to help prevent crime in our
community. With the final goal to provide Hooksett residents
with a community in which they can be free of the feeling of
50
criminal activity.
Area of coverage in Hooksett;
Residential population 8,000
Metroppolitan population 5,000
Square miles 36 .3
Road mileage 98 ni.
Located in high densiity traffic area between Concord and
Manchester - 6 major highways, route 3, 3A 27 (ICIB), 28 By-Pass,
93 and 293.
1984 Statistics as follows:
%Increase
or Decreased
Miles driven 174,100 +9%
Calls taken 16,065 +7%
Arrests 1,320 +2%
Armed robbery 1 -75%





Criminal mischief 205 +12.5%
D.W.I, arrests 52 +61%
Tv;elve full-time sworn officers: Chief James Oliver, Lt. Jim
Daley, Sgt. Frank Beliveau, Sgt. John Charron, Det. Michael
Jodoin, Off. Jack Keller, Off. Robert Dwyer, Off. Stephen
Agrafiotis, Off. Glenn Aprile, Off. Gary Blanchette, Off.
Christopher VJarn and Off. Donald Stout.
Six part time sworn officers: Off. A. Martin Granville, Off. C.
Ronald Briggs, Off. Cheryl Crooks, Off. Ernest Bashaw, and Off.
Leslie McDaniel.
Leandre Lambert - Animal Control Officer - The type of incidents
concerning animal control not only included dogs and cats, but it
ranged from catching a skunk to catching a horse. Total calls
made v/ere 425.
Respectfully submitted,
Hatrison K. Rollins, Chairman
George J. Longfellov;
George H. Lindh
Police Commission of Hooksett
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POLICE DEPARTMENT PICTURES:
#2 Police Officer Leandre Lambert patherinp Marijuana plants for
evidence in Hooksett durinp what County Attorney Michael Johnson
described as the larpest recorded Marijuana confiscation in
Merrimack County History.
^3 Seml-Annual Inspection of unifonned personnel.
tfA In-service training session for Hooksetc Police Department personnel.
Robert Bossie of New Hampshire Police Standards and Tralninp Council
Is lecturing on DWI arrests. Ten 4 hour training sessions and
Firearm qualifications are held each year.
#5 Hooksett Spt. John Charron . Commandant. Donald Irvin . N.H .P.S .T.F.C.
.
State Police Trooper, James Garvin leading Che procession at the
graduation of the" bBCh W.H. Police Standards and Training Council
Police Academv.
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THE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION -
HOHE HEALTH AGENCY OF GREATER MANCHESTER, INC.
Founded in 1897, the Visiting Murse Association has an 87
year history of providing home health care services to the
greater Ilanchester community. The service area includes Auburn,
Bedford, Candia, Goffstov;n, Hooksett, and Manchester, with
limited services to Amherst, Milford, and Ilont Vernon. VNA is
accredited jointly by the National League for Nursing and the
American Public Health Association. It carries Medicare and
Medicaid certification and receives partial program funding from
the Greater ilanchester United Way.
VNA home nursing aide services are available 7 days a v;eek
and 24 hours a day, with other services provided on a regular
schedule. The Home Care Program which includes services to
terminally ill continues to be tlie program serving the largest
number of residents.
VtIA is committed to providing necessary services to people
v;ho are financially - unable to pay the usual fees. Fees are
explained to our patients at the first visit to the home and
adjustments are made on an individual basis.
The Agency has also continued to provide Immunization
clinics, adult health screening programs, including Blood
Pressure screening. Foot Care Clinics to the community. Other
programs include the Occupational Health Services Program and the
Parent Child Health Program v;hich includes the Teenage Pregnancy
Program. Walk-in Blood Pressure Screening, health counseling and
teaching are provided Monday-Friday from 1-4 at the office at 194
Concord Street in Manchester.
Town appropriations are a vital part of the funds which make
these services possible. This past year, 1,825 units of home and
community service were rendered to 182 residents.
Some of these services for people who v;ere unable to pay
v;ere paid for in part by the Town appropriation of $4,600.,
various grants. United Hay, donations and solicitations. The
Town of Hooksett is represented pm the VNA Board of Directors by





OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Your Uelfure Departrnont suffered a tragic loss in the death
of Clement Ouirion, Overseer of Welfare, sonetime ago. He is
sorely missed I
The case load in assistance to families has increased
somev/hat due to unemployment and illness. Divorce and separation
of families has also contributed to the case load.
Juvenile costs have also risen dramatically due to nev;
liabilities for lav;yers fees, psychiatric fees for juveniles and
families as well as placement costs assignee to the Tov/n by the
Court. We have absolutely no control over this.
Any assistance extended is subject to reimbursement v.'hen a
recipient is financially able to repay the Town. However, the
repayment process is a slov; one and nay never be v/holly
accomplished.
However, we feel that an obligation to reimburse the Tov;n
for assistance, in many cases, give a recipient the feeling
he/she has obtained a "loan" instead of "v;elfare assistance".
Respectfully submitted,
Beatrice Bourbeau
Overseer of Public Ifelfare, Protem
COMMUNICATIONS COMfllSSION
ANNUAL REPORT
Hooksett Communications Center has operated 24 hours a day,
seven days a v;eek, for another year with v;orn out, obsolete
equipment, in their usual efficient manner. This year the
Communications Commission, through a Warrant Article, is
requesting funds to replace the dispatch console. It is our
sincere hope that the citizens of Hooksett will see fit to favor
this Article. IVithout new equipment, we could be forced to close
down ourCenter, which would adversely affect the emergency
service in 3 Towns.
Once again, the Commission would like to express thanks and
appreciation to our team of dispatchers for their constant
dedication and efficiency.









SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
Hookaett's membership in the Southern New Hampshire Planning
Commission provides the Selectmen and the Planning Board with
access to a variety of extremely coat-effective staff services
that are available to help them deal with numerous planning and
planning-related concerns.
Staff services rendered under the Commission' s local
assistance program consist of < 1 ) those which the Commission
believes are important enough to warrant a general notification
of all member communities and <2> those which are specifically
requested by municipal officials in accordance with locally-
determined priorities
.
Local assistance services provided to the Town of Hooksett
during the past year included
;
. At the request of the Plonning Board , prepared a suggested
zoning ordinance amendment and a large scale wetlands map,
both associated with the proposed establishment of a
wetlands conservation district;
. On the behalf of the Hooksett Industrial Development
Corporation, appeared before the New Hampshire Industrial
Park Authority to review staff findings regarding the
preparation of "A Plan For Development of the Hooksett
Industrial Park"
;
, Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series to which
Hooksett officials were invited; and
. Co-sponsored the Natural Resources Lecture Series
conducted by the Strafford and Rockingham counties
Conservation Districts and Cooperative Extension Service
.
Huoksett ' s representatives on the Commission are
:
Board of Commissioners: Mr . Sidney Baines, Jr.
Mr . Ray F . Langer
Mr. Richard Marshall, Alternate
Executive Committee; Mr. Ray F. Langer
Metropolitan Manchester Transportation
Planning Policy Committee: Mr . Alonzo Houle
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FIRST PATH TO PENNY COOK
In Eouton's History of Concord, page eighty-three, it is
said: "At a meeting held at Ipsv/ich, 9th of September, 1726,
Ensign John Chandler, John Ayer and William Barker v;ere chosen a
comraittee to go out and clear a sufficient cart way to Penny
Cook, the nighest and best v;ay they can from K aver hill." Richard
Hazzen also was one who went "to search out a v/ay from the place
v;here Chester Meetinghouse stands to Penny Cook, and mark the
sarae.
"
On page eighty-eight: "According to tradition Ebenezer
Eastman's team- six yoke of oxen with a cart - v;as the FIRST that
crossed the wilderness from Haverhill to Penacook. It was driven
by Jacob Shute, who, in order to get safely down Sugar Ball
felled a pine tree and chained it top foremost to his cart, to
stay the motion of it dov/n the precipice." He also relates the
follow ing of Ebenezer Eastman, page 552: "Among the many
traditionary anecdotes it is related that soon after settling in
Penacook, he made a journey to Haverhill on horseback and
purchased a barrel of molasses, vjhich he intended by some means
to carry home v;ith him. He contrived v;hat was called a CAR, that
was formed of two shafts, one end of v;hich v/as fastened to the
horse, and the other to drag on the ground. Lashing the barrel
of molasses to the car with ropes he proceeded on his way
hoemv/ard along the path through the wilderness. He got along
very well until he came to Soucook River. After crossing, the
hill was very steep and in ascending the horse would stop to rest
a fev; moments. Having nearly reached the top of the hill, on
starting, the rigging gave v/ay and down went the barrel full
speed, and v/es dashed in pieces against a tree, the molasses
overspreading and sv;eetening the ground in all directions. The
captain, summoning all tlie patience he had at command, exclaimed,
"Oh dear! my wife v/ill comb my head, --yes, and harrov; it too! It
V7as truly a hard case."
This was the road traveled to Penacook up to 1738. It left
the present main road probably somev;hGre near the Jacob Chase
place, and on to a little east of Pike Chase's in Auburn, and
over the top of the "Green Hill" to the mouth of the brook.
Probably, at first, they forded the brook on the sand-bar
and went up the west side to "Oswego" and on to "White Hall" in
Hooksett, and probably near Lakin's pond and Head's sav; mill.
Daniel Davis showed ne, some forty-five years ago, places in that
region where the road passed. There were wood roads on it then
in places. One was at the southwest end of lot V.o. 123 in the
third division, but it would be impossible to locate it precisely
at tiiG present day.
This account of the "First Path to Penny Cook" v^as taken
from the History of Chester by Benjamin Chase. This book v/as
printed in 1869. It is evident that this v;as never anything but
a rough path v/hich by 1869 had been long obliterated. There were
never any taverns, inns, or stopping places on it as it was never
cleared for travel as a road. Chester Turnpike v/as its
replacement in 1805. It v;ould be totally impossible today to
trace any of this path - in Hooksett at least. "Osv/ego: refers
to the brook now knov;n as P.aple Falls Brook and can be follov;ed
from Dube's Pond to Tov;er Hill Pond v;here it empties. The area
from Dube's Pond (once Sawyer's Pond) to Rov/e's Corner was knov/s
as the White Hall. Lakin's Pond, named for a family by that name
v;ho lived in that area, is nov/ called Head's Pond. Lot S123
would be near Maple Falls - south and v;est of where Haple Falls
Mills once stood.
This information v/as prepared by the Hooksett Historical Society,
Hooksett, H.H.
All that remained of Head's Mill
in 1979 when this photo was taken.
This was on the east side of
Pleaswit Street on Brown's Brook
and w^ operat«d by Samuel Head
who met -his death here by falling
on a circiilariaw ^ l85««
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HOOKSETT FIRE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1984 was a busy year for the Fire Department. 823 alarms
v;ere responded to during this period. Station One v;as called
upon 331 times and Station Tv;o responded to 492 calls.
There v/ere 46 alarms for structure fires, of these 4
resulted in a substantial loss to the property. All others v/ere
minor in nature or \iere extinguished before serious damage could
occur. We have estimated the value of properties involved at
approximately 11,918,000. v/ith an estimated loss set at $71,800.
The two largest losses occurred at HcDon aids' Restaurant on Route
3 with a loss of some 330,000 and at the Timberteck Company
located in the Manchester Sand and Gravel Company area with a
loss set at about ?35,000.
Other calls included: 43 automobile fires, 121 automobile
accidents, 253 medical emergencies, 32 brush or grass fires, 20
chimney tires, 14 malicious false alarms and 71 consider ea
needless alarms. There v/ere 23 calls for mutual aid assistance.
Seven to the City of flanchester, 7 to the Town of Bov/, 3 to Town
of Allenstown, 1 to Town of Pembroke, 2 to Town of Empsom, 2 to
Town of Auburn, and 1 to the Town of Candia.
New Hampshire College was responsible for 164 alarms. 81
were dispatched to the North Campus and 83 to the South Campus.
These 164 calls were classified as 21 legitimate calls, 53 were
considered malicious false alarms and 70 v;ere listed as needless
alarms.
In the fall, A. nartin Granville a Hooksett resident and a
Red Cross Advanced First Aid Instructor, set up an 85 hour course
for Hooksett personnel. Successfully completing this course
v;ere: Capt. ^]orman R. Ilorrissette, Capt. Morris Rolf e, Capt. Gary
M. Sleeper, Capt. Norman A. Therrien, and Firefighters, Gary C.
Lambert, Maurice L. Lambert, Richard C. Lambert, Sean P. O'Brien
and Donald M. Botsford, Jr.
In addition to the above training, fire personnel
participated in a total of 3030 manhours {unpaid) of fire
training at the company level within the department.
Because of the serious condition of the department's Engine
One, a 1965 Farrar Pumper, we were forced to advance our plans
this year to replace this apparatus. We have submitted an
article in the VJar rant calling for an expenditure of 5145,000. to
purchase a new 1500 GPIl Custom Pumper. The article calls for
580,000 of the sum to be taken from the Fire Department Capital
Reserve Fund.
In accordance with Hew Hampshire Statutes, 36 permits were
issued for install ation of pov;er oil burner equipment. In
addition, 20 voluntary inspections of wood/coal stove





There were some changes in the department roster. In June,
Lieutenant Gary M. Sleeper, a permanent firefighter, assigned at
Station One was promoted to the rank of Captain and given charge
of the department Tanker Company. Two nev; members v/ere added.
They are Sean P. O'Brien and Lynne F. O'Brien. Leaving the
department v/ere: John M. Lohnes, David V7, Gladu, Kerry J.
Pomeroy, Edv/ard R. Let end re and Mark McGranahan.
In accordance with Article itlO of the 1984 Town warrant a
new radio system v;as installed during the year. Capt. Gary m.
Sleeper v/as appointed to supervise the installation. It has now
been in iperation for almost six months and is considered a major
improvement for the fire department and the dispatch center.
The records of Training Officer Capt. Raymond J. O'Brien
indicate a busy schedule tor the year. In January a Nev;
Hampshire Certifiea Firefighter Course v;as set up by the
department with personnel from Hooksett, Allenstown, Concord,
Goffstown, Pembroke and the City of Manchester participating. In
addition to the regular schedule, two buildings were burned so
that the students could experience actual fire conditions. A 2
1/2 story wood frame structure located on Route 28 By-Pass and
previously damaged by fire was donated by the ov;ner, Mr. Conrad
Croteau. The second building was a large restaurant located in
Goffstown which was scheduled to be torn dov;n was also used for
these live burns.
Those from Hooksett successfully completing this 110 hour
course were: Charles F. Gassek, Phillip a. Hofling, Sean P.
O'Brien and the department's first female Certified Firefighter,
Lynne F. 0' Brien.
In August, Capt. Ray O'Brien was enrolled at St. Anselms
College for a full week to participate in a course of Arson
Investigation. Having successfully completed this course, Capt.
O'Brien has been assigned as Department Fire Investigator.
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REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE HARDEN REPORT OF THE TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
The latter part of 1985 proved to be very expensive and a
busy time. We had a total of 14 Forest Fires, 3 of v;hich were
Mutual Aid calls to Allenstovjn. The largest fire we had was the
Hall Hountain fire which utilized all our men and equipment.
Other major fires included Cross Road and the Chester Turnpike
near the Allenstown line. All of the fires this year occured
curing the dry time or year, which of course, makes it more
difficult to control and extinguish.
In April we attended the State Forest Fire Warden Training
Program v/hich v;as enjoyable as v;ell as beneficial to all.
Again, we request your cooperation in burning only when














Our first forest fire prevention law was enacted by our
State Legislature 90 years ago. This early law set in place a
cooperative forest fire prevention and suppression effort between
city and tov;n governments and State government. It simply stated
that no open fire could be kindled, when the ground is free of
snow, without the written permission of the town/city Forest Fire
Warden. This law also stated that anyone kindling a fire v/ithout
v;ritten permission shall be liable for the damage caused and
subject to a $1,000. fine.
During the past 90 years, this law has worked so well that
it has remained unchanged. All open fires v;hen the ground is not
covered with snov; must be authorized by the local Forest Fire
Warden. Persons kindling a fire without a permit when one is
required are liable for damages caused, fire suppression costs
and subject to a 51,000. fine.
This cooperative fire prevention law has contributed











PAYROLL / FOREST FIRE $ 2.000.00
REPAIRS 4 TRUCK MAINT
.
SOOiOO
QAS & OIL 25O0OO
MAIBT. OF HAND TOOLS 4 PUMPS 300.00




















The Hooksett Planning Board held twenty three regular
meetings during 1984. In addition to the usual number of
subdivisions and site plan reviews, the Board has been involved
in developing changes to the Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision
Regulations.
At the November election, the Board proposed several changes
to the Zoning Ordinance and the voters supported the opinion of
the Board by passing their recommendations. As a result, the
requirements for duplex housing areas have increased to 30,000
square feet and municipal sewerage is required. Multi-family
housing will require both municipal sewer and water.
At the 1985 Town Meeting voters will be asked to cast
ballots on several issues involving ; 1) proposed petitions
requesting changes in zoning (these petitions have been
disapproved by the Planning Board), 2) a recommended change from
Residential to Commercial, submitted by the Planning Board and
involving two lots in the Benton Rd./ US 3 area, 3) a proposed
ordinance, submitted by the Board v;hich would allow conversion of
homes into multi-family units provided certain conditions are
met, 4} permit the installation of public utilities structures in
the Commercial Zone by Special Exception and 5) adopt the
Wetlands Ordinance.
The Board expects to be working on the development of a
regulation to permit the construction of cluster housing in
certain areas of the Town. This issue should be presented to
the voters at the 1986 Town Meeting or, in the event of a Special
Town Meeting, any other appropriate time.
The Board wishes to thank the voters for their continued
support of the goals and objectives laid out in the Town's Master
Plan. The Town is experiencing and v/ill continue to, for some
time in the future, a rapid growth which, if planned properly,
will result in a Town that we can all be proud of.
C. Hamilton Rice
Chairman, Hooksett Planning Board
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HOOKSETT HISTORICAL SOCIETY REPORT OF THE HOOKSETT CEMETERY COMMISSION
The Hooksett Historical Society was founded in 197li and meets regularly
on the fourth Thursday of the following months; March, April, Hay, June,
September and an annual dinner meeting in October, We welcome new members and
the public is always inTited to attend ai^ meetings.
This year a few more artifacts were receiTed and many more old photos
which haTe been enlarged for us ty Ernest Gould,
Eight slide shows were presented to groups and organltationa this year on
arioue phases of Hooksett History. We were happy to assist at Underhill School
with their 100th Day celebration and to go on a morning tour of Historical Sites
with 7th and 8th grade students of Memorial School,
In April, we requested and received a flag flown over the Capital in memory
of Rene Gagnon, tSifortunately, on the ere of Memorial Day it was stolen from
the pole, and Anita DudlQ^ was good enough to provide us with a replacement, A
sign indicating where the Jones Tavern stood has been placed near the intersection
of Main Street and 3A. This was where President Jackson visited in 1833 when he
was on a political tour of New England.
Another appraisal day will be held in the spring. If your group or organicatlon
is looking for a program, we would be glad to provide it. Our current oresident is
Grace Pomeroy. The next general meeting will be on Tbursday, March 28, and place
and program will be announced in advance of the meeting.
Come and learn about the town you live in. Only as we learn about the past can
we appreciate the present and look forward to the futuroo
Erelyn Howe,
Secretary
Our Budget for the year 1984 v/as $11,130.00
Total expenses for the year 1984 v;as 9,250,26
Unused balance returned to the General Fund 1,879.74
Total man hours at Martins 's Cemetery 462
Total man hours at Head's Cemetery 625
Total man hours at Riverside Cemetery 80
Total man hours at Gate - Davis Cemetery 92
Other* 185
Total 1444 hours
*Other includes Clay Cemeter, fences, painting, repairing,
maintenance of equipment, etc.
and
Our equipment appears to be in good order for the coming year,
which is due to preventative maintenance and upkeep. We commend
Richard Todd who has been with us for a long time, for his
guidance and help to maintain everything in good order.
IJe welcome any comments, suggestions, and criticisms, that you






HOOKSETT CHAMBER OF COWIERCE
The Hooksett Chamber of Coitinerce had their annual dinner
dance at Ashland's Restaurant in Hooksett, N.H. The highlight of
the evening was the award of "Business Person of the Year". This
year's recipient is Mr. Reginald L. Gaudette, owner of the Brick
House Restaurant on Route 3 in Hooksett, N.H. Mr. Gaudette v;as a
resident of Manchester and graduated from St. Anselra College
class of '65. Since moving to Hooksett, N.H. in 1972, he has
sponsored a H.Y.A.A. girl's Softball team for several years,
served 5 years on the Town's Budget Committee. He is a past
Vice-President and President of the Hooksett Chamber of Commerce




CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
COMMISSIONERS' REPORT
The office at 38a Martins Ferry Road is open Wednesday and Friday
from 11:30 A.M. to 1^:30 P.M.
The pr-ecinct's three wells produced one hundred and one million
gallons oF water in igS^l, We also purchased 1.3 million gallons
From the city oF Manchester. The average daily consumption was
280,000 gallons.
The Manchester connection works very well - we used it while
the tank was being cleaned and painted. It also camo on line
automatically when the Fire department had a Mutual Aid drill
at the Industrial Park at the G.E. plant. They were Flowing
water at more than 3,000 gallons per minute and we still had
ample pressure in the system.
We laid 2,500' oF 8" mains, added two more hydrants, six 3/4"
services, one 8" service For the car wash and one G" service
For Manchester Manor Mobile Park,
It looks like we will extend more mains in 1985 also.
The precinct is growing.
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Everett R. Hardy
Rfd 7 Londonderry Tpke
Hooksett, N.H. 0310/+
Ralph W. Page
33 Martins Ferry Rd.
Hooksett, N.H. 0310it
Rudolph J. Dlugosz





Officers are as follows:









1 1 Martins Ferry Rd.
Hooksett, N.H. 0320if
Sandra J. Blanchard














IQb^BUDGETOFTHE CENTRAL HOQKSETT WATER PREC INC
T
(PreclncI or Village District)
IN THE TOWN OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1 BUDGET COMMITTEE 4
SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS
s
\
6 Space Below Reserved For
APPROPRIATIONS OH EXPENDITURES
Lisl Appropriations lor Admlnlslrallon and























Depl. ot Rev. Adm.
(RSAS2i14-a)
T
PUhiping Station iviaintenance 10,000 )0 10,000 00 Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Taxes 9,103 ^-i 9,ioj Vi 42
2 Contract Purchase of Water 5,000 10 5,000 00 Surplus Voted to Otiset Cap. Res- Approp. 43
3 Power Supply 17,000 10 17,000 00 Hydrant Rentals 11,200 00 11,200 10 44
4 Rent of Well Site It, too )0 t,'*00 00 Water Rents 63,000 00 63,000 )0 45
700 )0 700 00 Sewer Rents 46
200 >0 200 00 Merchandise Sates and Job Worli 47
800 j)0 800 00 Betterment Assessments lor Water 48
8 Maintenance of Hydrants 900 30 900 00 Betterment Assessments lor Seiner 49
9 Maintenance of Merers 500 So 500 00 Betterment Assessments for SidewaitfS 50
20,000 50 20,000 00 Other Revenues and Credits (tisi below}: 51
5,000 30 5,000 00 Testing Back Flow Preventers 1,175 00 1,175 52
12 PICA 2.205 30 2.205 Oo N. H. Business Profits Tax 3.500 JO 3.500 ' S3
3 000 30 3,000 00 J 54
liooo 30 1,000 00 55
15 Conimissioners Expense *00 30 IfOO oo 56
16 Legal 1,000 30 1,000 00 57
5 500 30 ^,^00 00 58
18 Audit 900 30 900 00 59
19 Mllaee 1,000 30 1,000 00 60










29 Amounts Raised by Issue ot Bonds or Notes 70
30 CONTINGENCY FUND Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds 8,000 )0 8,000 00 71
31 CAPITAL OUTLAY — Conslruclion 1,000 00 1,000 )0 72
32 CAPITAL OUTLAY — EquipmenI It, 000 00 It, 000 )0 TOTAL REVENUES EXCEPT PRECINCT TAXES 9i.978.t3 95.978.4- 73
33 CAPITAL OUTLAY - Olher 8,200 00 8,200 )0 AMOUNT TO BE RAISED Total Appropriattons (line 41)
BY PRECINCT TAXES minus Total Revenues (tine 71^1, 887. OC U. 887.00 74




37 Principal Ol Debi 5.000 )0 5,000 00 2 - y 10 S .T
30 inieresi on Debt 160 10 160 00
39 Capital Reserve Fund — lo be raised by taiallon 12.000 10 12.000 00 1\.-^Lw, 'X^ /7.^.^
40 Capital Reserve Fund voted Irom surplus
r .=^r;^^rWvi , /y\-v-VL^l-fy\.41 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS OR EXPENDITURES 110, aS5. uu 110,865 10
' /-.>:• / ^-^^^W^— /-^...^ ^ ->^.
Total Appropriations actually voted by PreoncI or Village District Meeting cannot exceed by more than ten percent (lO'^b) the
Total Appropriations as recommended by Budget Committee (Column 2). less that part o! any appropriation item which
constitutes fixed charges Fined charges shall include appropriations for' (1) Bonds, and all inlerest and principal payments
(hereon (2) Notes, eicepi ia> anticipation notes, and ail interest and principal payments thereon, (3) Mandatory assessments





CEKTRA.L HOOKSETT VJATER PRECINCT
CCT igS^l REIKPURSS- TOTAL 1985
0. ITKf.' NAf.E PUDGE'T^ PiENTS AVaillAElE EXPENDITURES rAL. PROPOSED
'.'f\TER ';UPPT-Y EXPEKr,E
ii8 Pumpinff Station Maintenance 10,000.00 10,000.00 8,891.91 1,,108.09 10,000.00
f'O Contract Purchase of '.-ater 5,000.00 5,000.00 900.60 ^,^ 09<^. 40 5,000.00
7T Pov;er Supply 15,000.00 15,000.00 13,482.81 1;! 517. 19 17,000.00
75 Rent of Well ^;ite
DISTRIBUTTO-^' EXPENSE
^+,^00.00 4,400.00 4,400.00 .00 4,400.00
35 laintenance of i-'ains 700.00 700.00 670.28 29,7? 700.00
^^6 : aintenance of r^tandpipe 200.00 8,000.00 8,200.00 8,780.16 -580! 16 200.00
ri7 1' aintenance of .'jerviees 800.00 75.00 875.00 155.71 719.29 800.00
r.k aintenance of Hydrants qoo.oo qoo.oo 330.36 569.64 900.00
P.Q /aintenance of ''etera
GENERAL EXPENSE
500.00 k0.k2 540.42 426.73 113.69 500,00
66 labor 18,795.00 18,795.00 18,767.80 27.20 20,000.00
95 Officers Salaries i+.OOO.OO 4,000.00 3,977.88 22.12 5,000.00
95^ PICA 2,205.00 2,205.00 1,191.75 1 ,013.25 2,205.00
97 Office Expense 4,000.00 60.00 4,060.00 4,043.44 16.56 3,000.00
Q8 Engineering 1,000.00 1,000.00 166.58 833.42 1,000.00
99 Commissioners Expens^e 400.00 400.00 130.90 269.10 400.00
LOO Legal 1,000.00 1,000.00 911.90 88.10 1,000,00
102 Insurance 5,500.00 655.00 6,155.00 5,157.84 997.16 5,500.00
10 6 Audit 900.00 900.00 725.00 175.00 900.00
107 Iv'ilage 600.00 600.00 877.92 -277.92 1,000.00
108 Truck Exnense
DEBT SERVICE
1,000.00 1,000.00 ^+35. 37 564.63 1,000.00
32 Capital Reserve 12,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 .00 12,000.00
(Capital Reserve 11,000.00)
(Relining Standpipe 1,000,00)
(Replacement of i ains
'",- Equipment ,00)
42 Debt Retirement 5,,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 .00 5,000,00
.09 Interest
KE',/ CONSTRL'CTIOK f'-. EQUIP!'. EKT
320.00 320.00 320.00 .00 160,00
2 '.'ell Site 100.00 100.00 .00 100,00 100,00
13 Storage 100.00 100.00 .00 100.00 100,00
17 Pumping Sjtation Equipment 500.00 500.00 500.00 .00 500,00
21 .. ams 1.,000.00 7,,730. 65 8,730.65 11,032,65 -2,302.00 1,000.00
22 Services 500.00 546,>30 1,046.30 707. 'J-7 338.83 500.00
23 }Iydrants 2 ,000.00 ,296.,64 4,296.64 2,367.23 1,929.^1 2,000.00
24 :. eters 500.00 ,114,.51 2,614.51 2,592.19 22 , 32 500,00
28 General Equipment 500.00 500.00 551.13 -51.13 500,00
16 Alarm
Reline Standpine Art, 5
5 ,000.00
,000.00
5,000.00 5,599.08 -599.08 , 00
112 ,420.00 21 ,518,.52 125,938.52 115,094.69 10,343.83 102, 86^.0'
Repair & Replacement Art. 8, 000. Of
lio y65.oi
65


























































Fiscal Year Ended December 31. 19'
CERTIFICATE
3t
This is 10 certify Ihal the information contained in this report was taken from official records
and IS complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief
sd'Ju.^.-dL^eAJ
.1 Vlfu ,ol furmihmit mfoimalxonl
iPlea^e fian mink)
J,
J Feb, 8, 1985 Treasurer
(Tiilv)
When to File: (R.S.A- 7I-A:I8)
This report muM be filed on or before March Isl.
Where to File:
Municipal Services Division, Deparimeni of Revenue Administration
P.O- Box 457. Concord. New Hampshire 01301
GENERAL INSTRUCTION.
Three copies of this rcporl are sent to each precinct Commissioners and the Treasurer
jre expected to cooperate m making out this rcporl When made oui. one copy should
be rciurned lo the Department of Revenue Administration and one copy should be
placed on file among the precinct records The third copy is for use in preparing the
annual printed rcporl for ihc voters
SCHEDl IE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, I9.8it_^(l)
1. Long Term Notes Quiiiandmg






2 Toial LonpTcrm NolcsOuisiandint'
3 Bonds Outsianding
iLisi Each IsMJc SepjraiclM
Water Bonds 1955 10,000 00 • • •
• • • « •
• • • •
• • •
4 Total Bonds OuisiandmK • • • • •
S T„,,l 1 ,inj. T,.fm lnH,.h„.^n^« _ n^r-mlwr 1 1 F O^
(Line 2 Plus l.inc4)
• • • • •
5,000 00
1) The amount o( outstanding long term indebtedness must be reported as nl ihe end ol the
Prccinci's fiscal vear
2} Use code "S" for Sewer Bonds; "W" for Water bonds; "G" for General Purpose Bonds
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
1 Outstanding Lonp Term Debt — Dccembci ,1 1
,
1^3 • • • • • 10,000 00
2 New Debi Created During Fiscal Year • • • • • • • • • •
a Long Term Soles Issued • • • • •
b Bonds Issued • • • • •
.1 Total (Line :a and 2bi • • • e •
A Total (Line 1 and 3) • • • • • 10,000 00
5 Debt Rcliicmcni During Fiscal Year • • • • • • • • • •
a. Long Term Notes Paid • • • • •
b. Bonds Paid 5,000 00 • • • • •
6 Total (Line 5a and 5b) • • • • • 5,000 00
7 Outstanding Long Term Dcbl December 3 iv8^ • • • • • • • • • •





Cash on Hand 9»103 43 Bills Owed bv P^tcincl
a) General Fund
Amounis due to Precinct
From Town
From Others:
Capital Reserve Fund (contra) ij^.jyi! 67 Capital Reser%e Fund (contra)
RelininK Standpipe l,i^3 79
Bond and Note Fund Cash (concra) Unexpended Balani^ of Bond and 5,000 00
Replacement Mains & Equip W.752 2-i Long Term Note Issues (contra)
Total Assets Total Liabilities
Excess of Liabilities Over Excess of Assets over 178,it72 12
Assets (Net Debt) Liabililies (Surplus;
GRAND TOTAL 1B3.'*72 12 GRAND TOTAL 183.472 12
Note Include value of all Precmci Propcny in Schedule below — Nol in the Balance Sheet
SCHEDL LE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
(List all land, buildings, furniture and apparatus)
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Pumping station Land 2,275 91
Water Storage Land 801 10
Water Suprolv Structure ').267 66
Pumpinp Station Structure l.';32 91
Water Storace Structure 13.199 16






Kt^uinment 6. 450 11




(Classify bv source) (Classify by source)
Current Revenues Current Maintenance Expenses
From Taxes Pumping Station Maint. H,B91 91
N. H. Business Profit Tajc 3.376 39 Power Purchased 13,482 Hi
Precinct Tax 9,244 00 Rent of Well Site 4,400 00
Maintenance of Mains 670 28
Maintenance of Standpipe 8,780 lb
Maintenance of Services 155 71
From fees and Rentals. Maintenance of Hydrants 330 36
Water Rents 59,205 >2 Maintenance of Meters 426 71
Hvdrant Rents 1(3 , 800 )0 Labor 18,767 80
Officer Salaries 3,977 88
PICA 1,191 7"^





Truck Expense 435 V
Engineering l5i 5S
Commissioner Expense 130 90
Pumping Station Eauin 500 00
Contract Purchase of Water 900 6tl
From Other Sources Alanr, System 5.599 OR
V5 UU
Maint. of Meters 40 42






Now Account Interest 1,116 67
Back Flow Prevention Tes t 1,025 00
Payment on Notes
Pavmenls on Bonds 5,000 00
Payments to Capital Reserve Fund 12,000 00
Interest Paid 320 00
Receipts Otber Than Current Revenue Capital Outlay
Notes Issued Dunne Year Mams 11,032 65
Bonds Issued During Year services 707 47
Withdrawal From Capital Reserve Func Hydrants 2,367
Alarm 5,uuu 00 Meters 2,592 19
He lining btandpipe 8,000 00 General Equipment 551 13
Total Receipts Total Pavmenls
Cash on Hand Beginning of Year 13,168 9^ Cash on Hand End of Year 9,103 43
GRAND TOTAL 124,455 la GRAND TOTAL 124,455 12
68
EXHIBIT A
CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT






















Due From State of New Hampshire
Water Rents
Due From Other Funds
Amount To Be Provided For










LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities
Due To Other Funds









Reserved For Encumbrances (Note IE)
Unreserved
Designated For




The accompanying notes are






CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
E)CHIBIT C
CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
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The accompanying notes are
an integral part of these financial statements.
The accompanying notes are
an integral part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
December 31, 1<583
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies
employed in the preparation of these financial statements.
A. Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Precinct are organized on the basis of funds or
account groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting
entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a
separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets,
liabilities, equities, revenues, and expenditures or expenses. The
various funds are grouped by type in the financial statements. The
following fund types and account groups are used by the Precinct:
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Precinct. All general tax revenues and other receipts that are not
a 1 located by law or contrac tual agreement to another fund are
accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general
operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the capital
improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
Trust Funds - Trust Funds are used to account for the assets held in
trust by the Precinct for others. The Capital Reserve Funds are
shown in this fund type.
Account Groups (Fixed Assets and Long-Term Liabilities)
Al 1 governmental funds are accounted for on a spend ing or "financial
flow" measurement focus. This means that only current assets and
current liabilities are generally included on their balance sheets.
Their reported fund balance (net current assets) is considered a
measure of "available spendable resources". Governmental fund
operating statements present increases (revenues and other financing
sources) and decreases (expenditures and other uses) in net current
assets. Accordingly, they are said to present a summary of sources
and uses of available spendable resources during a period
.
General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental
purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund making the
expenditure. These expenditures are required to be capitalized at
historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for
accountability purposes. In accordance with the practices followed by
other municipal entities in the State, the Precinct does not maintain
December 31, 1983
a record of its general fixed assets and accordingly, a statement of
general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting
princ iples , is not inc luded in this financial report
.
Long-term liabilities expected to be financed from governmental funds
are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group. This
account group is not a fund. It is concerned only with the
measurement of financial position and not results of operations.
Since they do not affect net current assets, such long-term
liabilities are not recognized as governmental fund type liabilities.
They are instead reported as liabilities in the General Long-Term Debt
Account Group
.
C. Basis of Accounting
The accounts of the General and Expendable Trust Funds are maintained
and reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting. Under the
modified accrual basis of accounting, sources of financial resources
and assets are recognized when measurable and available to finance
operations during the year. Uses of financial resources and
liabilities are recognized when obligations are incurred from receipt
of goods and services, when assessments are made by the State or in
the case of judgments and claims against the Precinct, when there is a
probability that such judgments and claims will result in liabilities,
the amounts of which can be reasonably estimated.
D. Budgetary Account ing
General governmental revenues and expend itures accounted for in
budgetary funds are control led by a formal integrated budgetary
accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements
which govern the Precinct's operations. State Statutes require
balanced budgets and the use of beginning general fund unreserved
fund balance to reduce Precinct Assessments. In 1983, the beginning
fund balance was applied as follows:
Unreserved fund balance used
to reduce Precinct Assessments
Beginning fund balance
Reserved for Encumbrances





NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1983 December 31, 1933
CHANGES IN LONG-TERM DEBT
The following is a summary of long-term debt transactions of the






Payable January 1, 1983
Long-term Debt Retired
Long-term Debt
Payable December 31, 1983
Long-term debt payable at December 31, 1983, is comprised of the
following issue:
$150,000 Water Bonds of 1955,
due in annual installments
of 55,000 through 1935;
interest at 3.2% 510,000
E. Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting , under which purchase orders, contracts, and
continuing appropriations (certain projects and specific items not
fully expended at year-end) are recognized, is employed in the
governmental funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of
expenditures and are, therefore, reported as part of the fund balance
at December 31 and are carried forward to supplement appropriations
of the subsequent year. The Precinct had no encumbrances out
December 31, 1983.
F. Inventories
Inventory in the General Fund consists of expendable supplies held
for consumption. The cost thereof has been recorded as an
expenditure at the time individual inventory items were purchased.
G. Accumulated Unpaid Vacation and Sick Pay
The Precinct has one full-time employee who is eligible for two weeks
vacation time. Sick leave is granted at a rate of 5 days per year,
with no accumulation. There was no accumulated vacation leave at
December 31, 1983.
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of
December 31, 1983, including interest payments, are as follows:











All debt is general obligation debt of the Precinct, which is
backed by its full faith and credit.
H. Tax Collections
The Town of Hooksett collects the Precinct property taxes levied and
remits these funds to the Precinct on a periodic basis.
I. Inter fund Transactions
During the course of normal operations the Precinct has numerous
transactions between funds, including expenditures and transfers of
resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The
accompanying governmental fund financial statements reflect such
transactions as transfers.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1983
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE 3 - LEASE AGREEMENTS December 31, 1983
A. Land Lease
The Precinct is a party to a 99 year lease with Manchester Sand,
Gravel, and Cement Company, Inc. whereby it leases a certain parcel of
land, the purpose of which is to provide water services and to erect
on this land such structures and appurtenances as may be necessary for
this purpose. The lease, entered into on May 1, 1956, and ending on
April 30, 2055, was amended on April 7, 1980.
The agreement provided for annual payments of S400 payable on or
before October 1 each year, and is renewable at the option of the
lessee for an additional 99 years.
B. Water Tank Lease
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
The capital reserve funds held by the Town of Hooksett Trustees of
Trust Funds, in accordance with State Statutes, are for the purpose of











On November 21, 1973, the Precinct entered into a lease agreement with
the Industrial Development Authority, whereby the Authority leases to
the Precinct a 100,000 gallon water tank with all related equipment
and appurtenances. The lease is for the term of sixteen years,
beginning on December 1, 1973 and ending on December 1, 1989, with
annual payments of $4,000 to be paid on a quarterly basis, and
includes provisions with option to purchase the water tank.
C. Office Lease
The Precinct entered into a lease agreement with Gerard A. Handly on
October 1, 1981, for office space on the lessor's premise. The term
runs for three years from October 1, 1981 to September 30, 1984, and





$ 130 per month
S 140 per jnonth
The Precinct has an option to renew the lease for a term of three
years
.
NOTE 4 - BOND AUTHORIZATION
The 1975 Precinct meeting appropriated 560,000 for a new well site and
authorized the issuance of notes or bonds to fund the appropriation.
At December 31, 1983, no expenditures have been made against the
appropriation nor have any of the authorized notes or bonds been
issued.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT IN
THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT AND COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID PRECINCT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Fred C. Underhill
School in said Precinct on Wednesday, the 13th day of
March 1985 at seven-thirty o'clock in the evening to act
upon the foil owing subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year,
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Water Cominissioner for the ensuing five years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To see if the Precinct will appropriate a sum not to exceed
Eight Thousand Dollars (58,000.00) out of the "Repair and
Replacement" capital reserve fund to be expended for the
cleaning of v/ells.
6. To raise and appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand Dollars
{SIX, 000. 00} for the regular capital reserve fund.
7. To raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars
(51,000.00) for the stand-pipe relining capital reserve
fund.
8. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Precinct expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of the same.
9. To ratify by-laws of the Precinct as adopted by the Commis-
sioners in the preceeding year.
10. To authorize the commissioners to accept gifts, grants and
bequests and to expend the same for the legitimate purposes
of the Precinct as may be specified by the donor provided
that the said purposes shall not require the expenditure
of other Precinct funds and provided further that the commis-
sioners shall hold a public hearing prior to accepting
the said funds.
11. To see if the Precinct will adopt the following amendment
to Section 23 of the Precinct by-laws concerning payment
for extensions of mains and the imposition of liens against
property benefitted thereby:
Amend section 23 of the Precinct by-laws adopted
March 9, 1983 by striking out subsections (c), (d)
and (e) thereof and substituting therefor the following
new subsections:
(c) The size and kind of pipe shall be determined
by the Board of Commissioners in accordance with
conditions surrounding the extension, including the
possibility of future expansion and public fire pro-
tection. The Precinct shall furnish all materials
and perform all labor necessary to install such exten-
sions, either with its own employees or through an
independent contractor employed by it. The costs
of such extension shall be borne by the customer
or customers requesting the same in accordance with
the provision of this by-law.
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{d) Those who have petitioned for the main extension
shall pay the cost of the water main installation
along the petitioners' entire frontage of land on
a cost per front foot charge basis in one payment.
Provided, however, that in the event the commissioners
shall determine that the said installation may entail
additional costs or is of uncertain cost, the commis-
sioners may require the said petitioners to post
a bond for the completion of payment for the said
extension
.
(e) In the event of a petition for the extension
of main along the frontage of parcels of land owned
by persons not joining in the petition, the said
petitioners shall pay for the entire extension includ-
ing such frontage. In such case, liens in the sum
of the front foot charge for the main extension applic-
able to each parcel shall be filed against such parcel
and such liens shall constitute notice that a connec-
tion charge shall become due from the owners of such
parcels when, as and if they may apply for water
service from the main extension. Whenever such connec-
tion charge may be paid, the precinct shall reimburse
the original petitioners for extension who paid for
such installation according to a formula or schedule
for reimbursement set out in the original agreement
for payment and or deposit for the extension.
(f) In the event that within five years after the
date of acceptance of such an extension, a further
extension of the main is requested, the customer
or petitioners requesting the new extension shall
be required to contibute to the cost of the original
extension in such a manner that the contribution
is proportionate to that made by the petitioners
for the original extension and relative to the scope
and cost of the new extension. Upon payment of such
contribution, proportionate and equitable adjustments
will be made to customers owning the premises served
by the original extension to the extent they have
paid for the same. PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that if the
customer density occasioned by any new extension of
a main is decreased compared to the density obtaining
on the original extension, in that event such new
extension shall be considered separate from the original
and no adjustment shall be made for the benefit of
customers who paid for tlie original extension.
12. To transact nny other business that may legally come before
the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this day of
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-five.
Board of Commissioners
Central Hooksett Water Precinct:
David L. Deschenes







We certify that on the day of February, 1985 we gave
notice to the inhabitants within named to meet at the time
and place and for the purposes within mentioned, by posting
an attested copy at the place of meeting within named, and
a like attested copy at the Precinct office, 38-A Martins Ferry
Road, Hooksett, New Hampshire, the Hooksett Public Library,
1376 Hooksett Road, Hooksett, New Hampshire and the Fred C.
Underhill School, Martins Ferry Road, Hooksett, New Hampshire,
being public places in said Precinct.
Board of Commissioners




Ralph W. Page '
RogSr P. Gravel \
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Carri • Plodzik • Sanderson
accountants & auditors
A. Bruce Carn, C P A,
Stephen D, Plodzik, P A.
Robert E. Sanderson, PA
193 Nonh Wain Street
Concord. New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: 603-225-6996
Members of the Board of Commissioners
Central Hooksett Water Precinct
Hooksett, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined and Che account group financial statements of
the Central Hooksett Water Precinct as of and for the year ended December 31,
1983, as listed in the table of contents. Our examination was made in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly,
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary in the ci rcumstances
.
As described in Note IB, the combined financial statements referred to above
do not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles
.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the combined and account group financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the Central Hooksett Water
Precinct at December 31, 1983, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.




HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
2 MAIN STREET
HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03106 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMMISSIONSIHS EPO'^T
General expenses for the year were within the monies allocated In our
1934 "budget. No major problems were encountered during the yea?-. The system
is now serving 550 customers.
The Board meets at the Precinct Building, 2 Main St., on the 3rd Monday
of each month at 1900 hours. Anyone desiring a meeting with the Board of




















TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT IN THE TOWN OF
HOOKSETT AND COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID
PRECINCT AFFAIRS:-
m You are notified hereby to meet at the Precinct Building in saidPrecinct on Saturday the 16th day of March next, at two o'clock ithe afternoon to act upon the following subjects:-
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Water Commissioner for the ensuing five years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Precinct
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
6. To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Board of Water
Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation of the 1985 taxes to
be repaid therefrom.
7. To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Board of Water
Cominissioners to raise an amount not to exceed One Hundred Thirty
Thousand Dollars ($130,000.00) for the purpose of installing a driven
well system. Said sum to be raised by borrowing the sum of Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) on the credit of the Precinct, on such
terms and conditions as the Commissioners may determine, and by removing
from the Town's Capital Reserve Fund for Capital Improvement and Equipment
Repair the sum of Eighty Thousand Dollars ($80,000.00).
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said Meeting.
The Polls will close at A P.M. at which time the Warrant will be
discussed.
Given under our hands and seal this 22nd day of February , in the year
of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-five/
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19 ^BUDGET OF THE HOOKSEm' VILLAGE HATEP FREGTTJCT
(Preclncl oi Village District)
IN THE TOWN OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
APPROPRIATIONS OR EXPENDITURES
List Appropriations lor Admlnlstralion and












SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS
COMMISSIONERS Budget Commillee
Space Below Reserved FQr
|
Depl. ol Rev. Adm.
(RSA 52:14-3)
WATUP SUPPLY SXFSN5SP Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Ta«
2 General Production Expense Surplus Voied to Offset Cap. Res Approp-
i Pumping Station Maintenance Hydrant Rentals
^ Power Purchased Water Rents
PISTPIBUTIOH EXPEHS'3! Sewer Rents
6 Maintenance of t!alns Merchandise Sales and Job Work
7 Maintenance of Services Betlermenl Assessments for Waler
fl Maintenance of Standplpe Betterment Assessments tor Sewer
9 Maintenance of Hydrants Betterment Assessments tot Sidewalks
10 Maintenance of Meters Other Revenues and Credits [list below):
GSKg^AL S(PH:H5SS New Hampshire Business Profits Tax
^^ Precinct gnUi^ing











24 t^gw GON5TR11CTI0H hW BQIJipt'SNT
26B(iuipment
Amounts Raised by Issue ol Bonds or Notes
30 CONTINGENCY FUND Irom Capital Reserve Funds
31 CAPITAL OUTLAY — Construction
32 CAPITAL OUTLAY — Equipment TOTAL REVENUES EXCEPT PRECINCT TAXES ^7'3.00
33 CAPITAL OUTLAY — Other AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
BY PRECINCT TAXES
Total Appropriations (line 41)
s Total Revenues (Ime 73) 50327.00 qoa27.QQ
TOTAL REVENUES AND PRECINCT TAXES (ilr^e 73 plus 74)103900.00 108900.00
37 Principal ot Debt 8*^00 S300
39 Capital Reseive Fund — to be raised by taxation
e Fund voled from surplus
41 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS OR EXPENDITURES
Total Appropriations actually voted by Precinct or Village District Meeting cannot exceed by more than ten percent (10%) the
Total Appropriations as recommended by Budget CommiHee (Column 2). less thai pari of any appropriation item which
constitutes fixed charges Fixed charges shall include appropnatiors lor (1) Bonds, and all interest anO principal payments
thereon; (2) Notes, except tax anticipation notes, and all interest and principal payrnenls Ihereon. (3) Mandatory a;
imposed on district by the county, state or federal governments
Budget Committee'





SCHEDl LE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
A<.nf nrr^mhiT 11 ig ^ (1)
1 Long Term Notes Ouisidnding





Notes ff7'^'}'=). 5B100 each. Issued 30 Dec 76 ;; 16600 )0
2. Tola] Lortft Term Soles OutsiandinR • • • • • 16600 no
3. Bonds Ouisianding
(List Each Issue Scparaielv)
• • • • •
• • • • •
4. Total Bonds Outstanding • • • • • I'one
5. Tola! LongTerm Indebiedncis — Decembrr 31 ISS^:
(Line 2 Plus Line 4)
• • • • •
16600 00
NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENl E ADMINISTRATION
MLNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
PRECINCTS
R.S A , fhiplo Ti-A




Town of HPQKS.5TT in
FOR THE
Fiscal Year Ended December 31. IS^.
CERTIFICATE
:iu:.:.I'iA.:a£ ComHy
2) Use code "S" for Sewer Bondi. "W" for Wjiei bonds, "G" for General Purpose Bonds
RECONCILIATION OF OLTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
1 . Outstandintt Lons Term Debt — December 1
1
19f=t3 • • • • • 28900 no
; New Debi Created During Fiscal Year
a Long Term Notes Issued •
b. Bonds Issued None • • • •
J ToiaULme Za and 3b)
4 Total (Line I and 3) • 26900 00
5 Debt Reiiremcni Durmf! Fiscal Year • • • • • • • • •
a LonR Term Soles Paid 12300 )0
b Bonds Paid None • • • • •
6. Total (Line 5a and 5b) 12300 00
7 Outstanding LongTerm Debt December 3 .I'Ph • • • • • •
(Line 4 Less Line 9) • • • • • 16600 00
This is 10 certify ihal the information contained in ihts report was taken from official records
and is complete and correct to the best of my kno\vlcdge and bielief
..mCKi
tSifnaiurr
Date 28 Janua-y igf?5...
When to File; (R.S.A. 71-A:I8)
This report must be filed on or before March Isl,
Where to File:
Municipal Services Division, Department of Revenue Adminisiraiion
P O Bo\ 457. Concord. New Hampshire 03301
GENERAL INSTRUCTION.
Three copies of this report are sent to each precinei Commissioners and the Treasurer
arcenpecied to cooperate in making out ihis report When made out. one copy should
be returned to the Department of Revenue Administration and one copy should be
placed on fik among the precinct records The third copy is for use in preparing the





Bills Owed bv Precinct
a) General Fund 3269 *^fi r-'eW.ic Vorks Sunpl v Co.. Inc. ^Q^ ^n
fiv-Fn-rri Chemicals 1?2 %
.Tfthn rjanalf:^ Hn., Inn. =n nn
Amounts due lo Precinct: ^' , Seavev Construction •^60 ?0
From Town: Town of Hooksett. >:H irt P
:m V'ater SuddIv t Pollution
Cont-^1 Corrimlssion ^ 00 !
From Others
2917 Qf^
CaD. Improvement & Squipment
7y?h0 in T'eplacement F^nd ( ContraJ 737iK) 10
Capital Reserve Fund (contra) Capital Reserve Fund (contra)
Bond and Note Fund Cash (contra) Unexpended Balance of Bond and
Long Term Note Issues (contra)
Tola! Assets 79927 6R Total Liabilities 7i^6l 20
Excess of Liabilities Over Excess of Assets over ^766 hP,
Assets (Net Debt) Liabilities (Surplus
GRAND TOTAL 7992? ^P. GRAND TOTAL 79927 6y
Note: Include value of all Precinct Property in Schedule below — Not in the Balance Sheet
SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
(Lisi all land, buildings, furniture and apparatus)
DESCRIPTION VALUE
VJater SupDly Land IhqO oo
110S8 81
Tiimplnp Station StructiiT^S mi 06
Vater Sto^-a;^ Structures 11768 18
Other Structures qZR^ 18
:^unDinp Station '^qulpraent 1*61*80 3S
Transmission Mains 6'i'^'*l 1*7






Less Reserve for Deoreclation -?U6171 n




{Classify by source) (Classify by source)
Current Revenues Current Maintenance Expenses
From Taxes: 3ene-al Production HScpense 3706 >;
N. :-i. 'usinesG Profits Tax 1012 56 Fumpinc Station :,alntenance 755 66
Precinct Tax 149902 00 Power Purchased 16923 52
Maintenance of ^-elns 1106 16
Maintenance of Se^ices 898 15
Maintenance of Hydrants lS3 |W
From fees antj Rentals: Maintenance of Meters 251*
Water '"-ents 39068 62 Precinct Building 1921 36
Hytirant -ental 8125 00 Labor 1*11*33 a
Dfflcers' Salaries 8200 )0
Officers* Expenses 211* 12
.esal and Audit 1000 30
nfflf^e Supplies 79U I?
6311 ?9
-nection Expense 17 fl-i
r-uck Expense 1°^ ^7
rest Wells 3827 uo
From Other Sources
~ental of riete- 8ooks 21*0 00
FlllnfT Fees 2 00
Sale of Supplies 19 00
"onnection Cha'-pes 293 63
Payment on Notes 22300 00
Payments on Bonds
Payments to Capital Reserve Fund
Interest Paid 1900 35
and T^aulpment eplacement Func 5000 00
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue Capital Outlay
Notes Issued During Year I>te-s 803 1*1*
Bonds Issued Dunnp Year Squipttient 1*19 22
Withdrav^al From Capital Reserve Func
Note In Antlcioatlon of Taxes 10000 oo
Closure of Borv? L Coupon Acct. 91 25
Total Receipts 1087* 16 Total Payments 11361*7 81
Cash on Hand BcginninR of Year 8iS 35 Cash on Hand End of Year 5269 60
GRAND TOTAL 5 116917 .1 GRAND TOTAL $ 116917 HI
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HOOKSSTT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
Long-term Indebtedness
Statement of Annual Debt Service Requirements
as of 31 December 198^4-









30 Jun, 30 Dec
The Suncook Bank
Maturities -










HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT





Due From Other Funds
Amount To Be Provided For















































Designated For Capital Acquisitions
Designated For Improvement of Water Supply
Undesignated 9,887
Total Fund Equity 9,887














HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
EXHIBIT C
HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual
General Fund
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
Governmental Fiduc iary Tota s
Fund Type Fund Type
Capital
(Memorandum Only)
December 31, December 31
,
General Reserve 1983 1982
Revenues
Taxes $ 51.341 $ S 51,341 $ 8.015 Revenues
Intergovernmental Revenues 525 525 1,013 Taxes













Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and
Other Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1





















The accompanying notes are





















Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Re venu es Over (Under)
Ex pend 1 tures and Other Uses
Fund Bal ance - January 1
















The accompanying notes are
an integral part of these financial statements.
50,785 45,094 5,69:
18,500 18,491 9






HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1983 December 31, 1983
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES General Fixed Assets
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies
employed in the preparation of these financial statements.
A. Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Precinct are organized on the basis of funds or
account groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting
entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a
separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets,
liabilities, equities, revenues, and expenditures or expenses.
The various funds are grouped by type in the financial statements.
The following fund types and account groups are used by the Precinct.
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Precinct. All general tax revenues and other receipts that are not
allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund are
accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general
operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the capital
improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
FIDUCURY FUNDS
Trust Funds - Trust Funds are used to account for the assets held in
trust by the Precinct for others. The Capital Reserve Fund is
included within this group.
ACCOUNT GROUPS
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This account group is
established to account for the long-term debt that is backed by the
Precinct's full faith and credit.
General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental
purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund making
the expenditure. These expenditures are required to be capitalized
at historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for
accountability purposes. In accordance with the practices followed
by other municipal entities in the State, the Precinct does not
maintain a record of its general fixed assets and accordingly, a
statement of general fixed assets, required by generally accepted
accounting pr inciples , is not included in this f inane ial report
.
D. Budgetary Accounting
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in
budgetary funds are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary
accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements
which govern the Precinct's operations. The Precinct budget
represents departmental appropriations as authorized by annual or
special precinct meetings. The Commissioners may transfer funds
between operating categories as they deem necessary. State Statutes
require balanced budgets but provide for the use of beginning fund
balance to achieve that end. $2,641 of beginning fund balance was
applied to reduce the 1983 precinct tax levy.
E. Inventories
Inventory in the General Fund consists of expendable suppl ies held
for consumption. The cost thereof has been recorded as an
expenditure at the time individual inventory items were purchased.
F. Tax Collections
The Town of Hooksett collects the Precinct property taxes levied and
remits to the Precinct on a periodic basis.
B. Basis of Accounting
The accounts of the General and Expendable Trust Funds are
maintained and reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting.
General governmental liabilities for the retirement of long-term
debt are accounted for on the cash basis in the General Long-Term
Debt Account Group. Amounts due in future periods are provided by
appropriation and become part of the funds raised through taxes.
VACATION AND SICK PAY
The Precinct has one full-time employee who is eligible for two weeks
vacation time. There is no set policy on sick leave. There was no
accumulated vacation leave at December 31, 1983.
CHANGES IN LONG-TERM DEBT
The following is a summary of long-term debt transactions of the
Precinct for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1983.
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NOTE i* CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
The capital reserve fund held by the Town of Hooksett Trustees of
Trust Funds, in accordance with State Statutes, is for the purpose of
new equipment acquisition and future improvements to water supply and
amounts to $46,859 at December 31, 1983.
INTERFUND RECEIVABLE AND PAYABLE BALANCES
Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances at
December 31, 1983, were as follows:
Capital Reserve Fund
Paid from General Fund as of
December 31, 19'83 and recorded










Payable January 1, 1983
Long-term Debt Retired
Long-term Debt





Long-term debt payable at December 31, 1983, is comprised of the
following individual issues:
$83,000 Serial Notes of December 30,
1976, due in annual installments of
$8,300 through December 31, 1986;
interest at 6.0% $24,900
$20,000 Serial Notes of October 9.
1979, due in annual installments of





The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of
December 31, 1983, including interest payments , are as follows
:











$28,900 S3, 248 532,148
All debt is general obligation debt of the Precinct, which is
backed by its full faith and credit.
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accountants & auditors
A. Bruce Carri, C.P.A.
Stephen D. Plodzik, P.A.
Robert E. Sanderson, P.A.
193 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: 603-225-6996
Members of the Board of Commissioners
Hooksett Village Water Precinct
Hooksett, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined and account group financial statements of the
Hooksett Village Water Precinct as of and for the year ended December 31,
1983, as listed in the table of contents. Our examination was made in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly,
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note 10, the combined financial statements referred to above
do not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the combined and account group financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the Hooksett Village Water
Precinct at December 31, 1983, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
March 28, 1984 CoaaI- /^^^-Sa^ridiyu) cr^^
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